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Acquisitionof LibraryMaterialsfrom
LatinAmerica*
SraNr,ry Wnsr. Head
Dept. of l.ibrary Scienceand Director
(Jniuersity of Ftoricta Libraries, Gainesuille

that during the decade of the rg4o's, assistedby the Carnegie Corporation,
severalof the southern institutions began to collect in this area. But, even
with this assistance,the Latin American collections which rvere established
did not rival in sizeor scopethe collections on the Far East and the Middle
East which were being developed by the major Easrern and Middle Western institutions.

Except in the most important Latin American cities there was almost
no organized book trade, and all too often such books as were in stock
were by European rather than Latin American authors. For reasons
inherent in the situation, it was the custom of Latin American writers to
publish their own works and to retain virtually the entire stock in their
possession.only the occasional enterprising bookseller or author seemed
to believe it important that works of local aurhors be kept in stock in
the book stores. Not only was there very little contacr between libraries
* Librarians who attended the
June 196z ALA Conference in l\{iami were also privileged to attend the meeting of the Acquisition Section of the Resources and Technical
Services Division and to hear a symposium of specialists on acquiring
library
materials from newly-developing areas of the world. The six talks were descriptive,
advisory, and filled with practical suggestions. They appear here in very much their
original form.-Doro I hy B eais.
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in the Unitecl States and Latin American book dealers, but the same
might have been said regarding the relationship between librarians in

concerned with acquisitions from Latin America.
The first organized.cooperative step in solving some of these problems
was the organiLtion of thi Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Libraiy Materials in 1956. Some of the working papers prepared for
the first meeting were:
Sourcesof Bibliographic Inforrnation and the Problems of Selection of
Robert E. Kingery
Latin American Materials
Selections and Acquisition of Latin American BibliograPhical MaCarlos Victor Penna
terial
Materials in U. S.
American
of
Latin
Problems of the Treatment
Imogene Hixson
Libraries
An International Bookseller's Relationship with Publishers and
Dominick Coppola
Dealers in Latin America
in
Latin America with
Major Learned Societies and Institutions
Howard F. Cline
Programs
Extensive Publishing
Indexes and Indexing Services to Latin American Periodicals and
Newspapers
Jorge Grossmann
Two major decisions made ar that time which have had far-reaching
effects we.e, 1r; the plan to involve Latin American librarians in the
seminars, and' (z) the decision to publish the working paPers-and the
reports of the proceedings. The sii successivemeetings since that time
have been concerned with:
lgbT (Austin, Texas) Mexico: acquisition and exchange o{ books
tg5S (nerteley, Caliiornia) Argeniina and Chile: booktrade and publications exchange
rg59 (Washington, D. C.) Library suPPort to Latin American area
studies.
r96o (New York City) Caribbean islands
r96r (Carbondale, Illinois) Colombia and Venezuela
r96z (Coral Gables, Florida) Central America and Panama
.8
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The published reporrs of the rvorking papers prepared for these con^
Ierencesprovide some of the most important guides to purchasing in a
foreign area which are available to Ame^ricanlibiarianship.
_Th.. next important step in the effort to secure a better representation
of Latin America materials in our libraries was the decision by the Association of Research Libraries to extend the Farmington plan to Latin
America. A Latin American subcommittee was appointed in rg59 with
instructions to develop a method for acquiring fbi some library in the
United States one copy of each significant monograph published in the
countries of Latin America. The original Farmingioi ptin, developed for
Western Europe, excluded periodicals, newsp.pers, and documents. As
the Sutrcommittee considered its assignments^,ii became apparent that,
^government
especially in some smaller countries in Latin America, the
\^/asthe major publisher, and, therefore, that to exclude documents would
be to exclude a very important area. The official publications of museums,
academies,libraries, and universities are in many countries the most important publications. Therefore, the Subcommittee determined to request
institutions accepting Farmington responsibilities to include documents
as well as monographs. The Subcommittee was less certain about the
practicality of including journals and newspapers,but it decided that an
effort should be made to acquire this type of miterial also.
The development by this time of the area studies concept in American
universities prompted the subcommittee's recommendatibn that Farmington Plan responsibilities for Latin America be on an area rather than
a subject basis. whenever possible, the Subcommittee made assignmenrs
where there was already an area study program involving the given
countries, in the hope that there would be a natural, lasting interest in
the countries as a result of the commitment by the universitiei in the area
studies program_s.The institutions themselves,rather than the Farmington
organization select and make their own arrangements with the Litin
American dealers.
By 196r assignments covering Mexico, Central America, and South
America had been made to the following institutions:
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazll
Caribbean
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Ecuador
Guatemala, Flonduras,
Nicaragua, El Salvador
Mexico
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Volume l, Nurnber r, Wi,nter tgdj

SyracuseUniversitv
Duke University
University of Illinois
University of Florida
University of California
Urriversity of Arizona
University of Kansas
Duke University
Tulane University
University of Texas
University of Arizona
SyracuseUniversity
Cornell University

'9

Uruguay
Venezuela

SyracuseUniversity
University of Virginia

If, in the earlier mention of the state of bibliography, book trade and
publishing in Latin America, the past tense was used, this was largely for
descriptive purposesonly. While the past several years have seen considerable improvement in the srate of Latin American bibliography, there
has been to date relatively little improvement in the process of getting
the works of Latin American authors into commercial channels. Dr.
Nettie Lee Benson, of the University of Texas, who has been working
very closely with the Latin American Cooperative Acquisitions Program
sponsored by the New York Public Library and Stechert-Hafner, has
estimated that less than ten per cent of the publications on South America
ever reach the commercial market.
The first progress report by the Latin American Farmington Plan
institutions at the 196z Seminar indicated that, except in a few of the
countries, a great deal of improvement will have to be made before a
satisfactory percentage of publications can be obtained from the local
book dealers. These dealers are listed in the "Farmington Plan Letter"
No. r5 (May t5, 196r). Some are better than others, and the institutions
responsible for the various countries, I am sure, will be very happy to
report and make recommendations concerning them to interested persons.
At present the greatest hope seems to lie in the Stechert-Hafner administered Latin American Cooperative Acquisitions Program (LACAP).
Reports at the recent Seminar indicated that in virtually every country
in which this organization operated it was able to send many more publications to the U. S. than were supplied by the local dealers. In what might
be considered the second stage in the Stechert-Hafner program, a permanent office has been opened in Bogota, Colombia.* An efiort will be made
to supply books from all the countrie$ of South America except Brazil,
which has been omitted for the time being.
Another attempt to facilitate the acquisition of books from Latin
American countries is the publication by R. R. Bowker of the quarterly
Fichero Bi.bli.ogrdficoHispanctamericano. Although much less current, it
corresponds roughly to our Publisher's Weekly and is an efiort to record
the publishing in the counries of Latin America. It is available by subscription from Bowker. The first issue of Latin American, Books in Print
has been announced by Bowker and should be available soon. It is hoped
that a North American market for their books will prove an incentive to
Latin American publishers to keep books in print for a longer time and,
indee{ to publish works of Latin American authors, which task until now
they have left largely to the author himself. It is interesting to note that
both the Stechert-Hafner and the R. R. Bowker ventures in a senseare in
response to the potential market for Latin American materials in the
United States.
* See Coppola, Dominick.
in
"Breakthrough
Stechert-Hafner Booh News, r7:r-2. September, r96z.
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every major government serial of the Latin American countries is found

.Anoth^er_attempr ro make available some of the government publications of these countries is rhe recently-announced
llan of Falls' city
Microcards to undertake a microcard edition of those Latin American
official documenrs recorded in the Inter-ameri,can Reaiew of Bibliography
Volume /, Number t, Win.ter t96j
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beginning with Volume X, NO. 4 (October-December, 196o).
Two other cooperative acquisition projects which, while not concerned specifically with Latin America, are important aids in obtaining
specific types of material, are the Association o{ Research Libraries
Foreign Newspaper Microfilming Project and the joint ARL-New York
Public Library project to film the official gazettesof foreign countries.
Through the newspaper project, zz Latin American newspapers are
being filmed currently. The Naw York Public Library is filming the official gazettesof 36 Latin American and Caribbean countries and territories.
Subscriptions to both projects may be arranged through the Midwest
Inter-Library Center. Positives of the newspapersmay be purchased from
MILC. The New York Public Library ofiers for sale positives of the
gazettes.
When one considers the increased number of publications from Latin
America added to United States libraries in the past ten years, it is clear
that considerable progress is being made. Particularly is this progress
evidenced by our greater knowledge of the bibliography of that area and
by the several cooperative acquisition efiorts, which seem to be on a firm
footing. It must be recognized, nevertheless, that practically all the
initiative and efiort have been on the part of librarians, publishers, and
book dealers in the United States.They cannot be successfuluntil their
counterparts in the countries of Latin America come to realize that our
interest is real and continuing; for, in most of these countries, difficulties
of communication and transportation, lack of technical knowledge, as well
as government regulations, must be overcorne before bibliographical control of publications can be achieved and a true international book trade
established.AII o{ this cannot be accomplished overnight, but the response
by Latin Americans in the lasr few y-earsgives eveiy reason to bilieve
that it will be accomplished.
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Acquisitionof LibraryMaterialsfrom
SoutheastAsia
Frrtx RnrcuMANN.Assistant Director
Cornell U niversity Libraries
I thaca.N. Y.

T)OR THE LAST SEVENTY YEARS Cornell's teaching assignments
f and the Library's acquisitions policies have reflected the Institution's
growing interest in Southeast Asia. The first language course in Malay
was taught in the r89o's; Thai students arrived in increased numbers from
rgrr on; and today T'hailand has more graduate students from Cornell
than from any other American university. Cornell's President Schurman
was head of the first Philippine Commission in rgoo and donated many
books on that area to the Library. FIe was the first to arrange an exchange of publications, and, thanks to his initiative, the Library acquired in the course of the years a comprehensive set of official Philippine
documents. President Schurman's personal papers are deposited in the
Cornell University Archives and form a very important source of info,rmation for the turbulent history of the Philippines after the end of the
Spanish-American war. In ryg4 the Library received an endowment from
Charles William Wason to buy books on China and the Chinese, and an
increasing number of books on Southeast Asia were acquired from that
trme on.
The first foundation grant was received in ry47 to start an anthropological survey of Thailand. As a result of frequent and very large foundation grants, the University was able to establish a Southeast Asia center
and to engagein an extensive teaching and research program in this area.
The Library, which participated in all of these grants and also became
beneficiary in its own right of one large allotment, changed its acquisitions
policy accordingly, and accepted a Farmington Plan assignment for Indonesia, Malaya, Singapore, Burma, Thailand, Viet Nam, Laos, and Cambodia. We therefore cover all of Southeast Asia apart from the Philippines. The Library continues its extensive purchasesof Philippines material but has no Farmington assignmentfor that area.
Thi Library personnel responsible for fulfilling our obligation faced
a most difficult situation. My own knowledge of that part of the world
was extremely elementar], and even this is an overstatement. I had read
a few Dutch novels on Indonesia and greatly enjoyed The King and I.
But this obviously did not tell me how to buy books in Bangkok.
Volume 7, Number t, Winter t96j
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I attended a few seminars and read a great many books which had
been recommended to me by area specialists; but this, too, did not show
me how to plan the purchase of books. The knowledgeable and enthusiastic help of the teaching faculty was therefore essential from the very
beginning and has remained of significant importance up to the presenr
day. ProfessorsJohn Echols and George Kahin, to mention two, deserve

, Although my readings did not assisr me directly in planning the
library work, I had profited from them. I realized that I had made a basic
mistake in explaining my early failures with the most convenient phraseology of "Oriental mentality." My fumbling had been caused by the fact
that I did not understand a socio-political organization and a book-trade
structure other than the ones with which I was accustomed to dealing.
Most of cornell's long-established business connections are with dealers
who harre a large stock of domestic books which are sold not only for
export but also to the local clientele. In southeast Asia, book dealers sell
foreign books to local customers-books in which I was obviously not
interested. I had dealt mostly with countries in which the publisher
merchandises his books through book stores and gives dealers a saiisfacrory
discount. The situation is quite difierent if publications do not reach book
stores automatically because many of them are privately published, difficult to obtain, and released to the rerail dealer with a negligible discount
and occasionally scarcelyany profit whatsoevei. SoutheastAsian countries,
as many other countries in the world, have stringent currency controls,
and export shipments have to follow cumbersome regulations. It is understandable that under these circumstances, dealers are not too eager to
engagein export. The structure of their own businessesis not geared to a
smooth operation with foreign custo,mers, and therefore the econornic
incentive to do business with a foreign library is very small indeed.
I,also began to understand that ii is somewhat parochial to speak of
Southeast Asia as if this vast and mosr diversified part of the world were
a cultural unit. How would we react if a librarian in Bangkok maintained
a \Mestern European area program which included all Western Europe
from Spain to Scandanaviaand possibly with England and Ireland thrown
in for good measure?
The over soo million people who live in Southeast Asia belong to
many difierent races,have a variety of cultural backgrounds and religious
beliefs, and speak over twenty major languages. Indonesia, the center of
the,spice trade, was the target of the Arabian commercial empire in the
Middle Ages and has remained Mohammedan up to the prisent time.
Burma and Thailand accepted the yellow robe of the Buddhist monk
following the southern conservative trend in Buddhism, the Flinayana.
.14
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China, the great neighbor to the north, has exercised comparatively srnall
cultural influence; however, the political pressure has been at times, very
strong. Viet Nam, for instance, has been within the Chinese sphere of
influence for more than Zoo years.There is a large Chinese population in
practically all of the SoutheastAsian countries. The Chinese form a most
influential minority pressuregroup with important newspapersand book
publications. Procuring these publications is essential for a full understanding of the countries; yet they have to be acquired independently of
the book publications of the host countries.
Geographically, all these countries are part of Monsoon Asia. They
have little change in temperature during the year, day and night are of
equal length, and they are accustomedto violent rainfalls. For six months
of the year, the winds blow from the north, for the other half of the year,
from the south. Between 75 and go per cent of the population is rural.
The population increase is slightly below that of the world total; in spite
of a very high birth rate, the death rare held the population inoease to
17 per cent between rggz and r95o, in comparison with a 2(} per cent
world increaseduring this period.
All of these countries are theoretically very rich. Burma and Thailand
are the rice bowls of Asia. and Indonesia's treasures have been an almost
proverbial attraction for European explorers. The people who live in
these countries, however, are generally very poor. Whereas we have a
daily caloric intake of 3,zoo per capita, most people in Southeast Asia fall
below the subsistencelevel of z,ooo. The illiteracy rate is very high: in the
Philippines 3b per cent, fndonesia 4r, per cent, Malaya 6z per cent, and
Laos 9o per cent, compared with the American rate of 2.s per cent
(women r.8 per cent, men 2.5).\Arhereaswe have one doctol'for 7ro people,
the rate in Indonesia is one for 6o,ooo.
With the exception o.f Thailand, which had always maintained its independence, all of these countries were former colonies which gained
freedo'rnafter the SecondWorld War. They are dissatisfiedwith the results
of this victory. Their economic advancesare much smaller than they had
expected, and they are by no means enthusiastic about their domestic
political institutions which go all the way to the left and to the right of
Mr. Sukarno's "guided Democracy." They all have accepted eagerly the
curse of European history: rampant nationalism. They all have championed education and distribution of printed materials.
Popular opinion seems to favor newspapers and serials, and the
number has increased rapidly; the countries follow in this respect the
example of Japan, which, for many years, had the largest newspaper
circulation in the world. A great many Southeast Asian newspapers and
their serials have a small circulation and consist of only a few pages; their
publishers love to change format, vary the title, publish irregularly, and
are allergic to keeping a mailing list. They are just what a doctor would
recommend to make the blood pressure of a serials librarian rise. There
are times when I have the feeling that the blood pressure of the Cornell
serials librarians is over 5oo. In addition to this comes the language
Volume /, Number r, Winter rg6j
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difiicultv. A comparatively srnall country Iike Malaya publishes newspapers in four languages-Malay (Jawi or Arabic Script and Rumi or
Roman Script), English, Chinese,and Tamil.
Cornell has over a thousand continuations, or at least tries to maintain
continuations to that many periodicals and newspapers.It is difhcult to
ascertain how many serials publications are issued annually in these
countries; my guessis that we receive about 5o per cent. Equally difficult is
an exact calculation of book publication. National bibliographies, if they
exist at all, are faulty and late; the UNESCO calculations sufier from the
same deficiencies. From all available sources, I would estimate that the
annual book production in these countries is between 6,ooo and 8,ooo.
Cornell acquisition is about 6o per cent of the total; and I cannot say
whether or not we cover all of the books published which are of possible
research value to American libraries. Uncloubtedly a large pari of the
40 per cent r,l'hich we do not b;r.rywould be of no interest to research,but
sorne important books we miss in spite of the efforts of faculty and
library stafi.
How do we buy these books? The first step, with the help of the area
specailists,was to get in touch with dealers in the different countries and
to sign contracts with them, by which they accepted the obligation to
furnish us regularly with all the books we wanted according to the
Farmington Plan regulations. This procedure, however, does not bring
us books. It is like shuffiing cards in a bridge tournament; you have not
won any gamesyet, as a matter of fact, you do not even have cards in your
hand. The next step is to write regularly, at least three times a year, to all
the dealers,reminding them that you want the books, exhorting, cajoling,
and doing whatever else frustrated love can inspire. This, however, does
not bring the books closer to us either; it is again shuffiing cards, but this
time with more vigor. It is at this point that the help of the faculty becomesindispensable to our work. Members of the faculty, especially in the
field of anthropology and related subjects, are world travelers nowadays.
They rarely stay at home, and there has been a malicious rumor that all
deans will be replaced by travel agents. In our case, wide travel of the
faculty was of the greatest importance. They visited our dealers, discussed and explained our wishes, bought books, made contacts, and
started the flow of material towards lthaca. Fortunately for us, practically
every one of our dealers is visited annually by one of Cornell's faculty
members. Graduate students who have grants also have accepted the obligation of visiting our dealers and have been most helpful in selecting
books and making cointacts.Cornell has many foreign students, and receivesvisits from many foreign scholars. I make a point of speaking with
as many visitors from that part of the world as I possibly can. I discuss
their publications and the possibilities of acquiring them and ask {or
their suggestionsand assistance.I receive many leads, and like a detective
I have to follow up every one of them. Some are helpful, some are blind
alleys. To my astonishment, I find that the more promising a lead seems
to be, the less successfulit turns out to be in the long run. We receive
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books from our established Farmington dealers, but we buy from every
source we hear of: from institutions, from private sources, from any
dealer. Does this not resuh in many duplicates? The answer is yes, it
obviously does. Fortunately this is not financially damaging, since most
book prices are very low. Moreover, a great number of our faculty are
pleased to buy these duplicates from us for rheir private collections.
We have exchange relations with every large library in Southeast
Asian countries. From some we receive much, from others hardly anything.
Among the agencies and persons I have been bombarding with letters
requesting help are our American consular services, the different cultural
affairs attachds, and, of course, all of the U. S. libraries of information.
Some were very helpful, some not at all. But I still continue to write. I
acknowledge with gratitude the cooperation of the Library of Congress.
Cecil Hobbs, the chief buyer for the Library of Congress for Southeast
Asia, has helped us in making contacts, has visited our dealers, and, with
the permission of the Librarian of Congress,has bought books for us.
A most important secondary source for purchase is the book trade in
Europe and in America. We have several uncommonly energetic and
active American dealers who specialize in books from Asia, and we have
good relations with every one of them. England is still an excellent source
for books on Burma, and the Netherlands is a storehouse of publications
on Indonesia. Because of the very tense political relations between the
Netherlands and Indonesia, our Dutch businessassociatesdo not provide
us with current material, but they have large stocks of older publications
and have accessto important privat libraries which come on the market
from time to time. We pay much attention to the Dutch book market, and
during a buying trip in Europe'about eight years ago I had the intoxicating
feeling that I had cornered the Dutch book market for Indonesian books.
For about a week, there was not a single book on Indonesia in any Dutch
bookstore which Cornell did not have. I felt like Rockefeller or Carnegie!
We are also paying attention to the Paris dealers becauseof their former
good relationship with Viet Nam, or Indo-China as it used to be called.
It is essential not to neglect the large research libraries. For instance,
the Library of the India Office in London has one of the best collections
of Burmese books of the rgth century. Dutch university libraries are
very strong in Indonesian material, and the State Archives in The Hague
house the complete archives of the Dutch East India Company; the
Bibliothdque Nationale in Paris has important collections on Viet Nam.
We try to buy duplicates or to exchange, and we discuss possible cooperative microfi lm projects.
Procurement of these books from Southeast Asia is only one part of
the acquisition process. We should include full processing too, because
no book is really acquired until it is cataloged and cards are filed. The
cataloging of this type of material is at times extremely difficult. We try
to overcome the language difficulty by "professional connubium" between
a student from that part of the world and an American cataloger. This
procedure is of course time-consuming and very expensive. Another diffiVolume 7, Number r, Winter 1963
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SOUTHEAST
ASIABIBLIOGRAPHIES
GENERAL
r. Cordier, Henri.
Bibliotheca Indosinica; dicti.onnaire bibtiographique
d,es ouurages relatifs d la
pininsule Indochi.noise. paris, r gr z- r5.
e. Embree, John F., and Dotson, Lilian Ota.
Bibliography of the Peoples and cultures of lltainland southeast lsr'a. New Haven,
r 950.
g. U.S.Library of Congress.Orientalia Division.
southeast asia; an annotated, Bibliography of selected Reference sources. comp.
by Cecil Hobbs. Washingron, rg52.
4. Cornell University. Southeast Asia program.
Southeast Asia AccessionsIist. Ithaca.
5. Cornell University. Southeast Asia program.
Bibliography of Swiet Publications on Southeast Asia as Listed. in the Librar"t of
Monthly Index of Russian Acquisiti.ons. Comp. by Ruth T. McVey.
llngress
Ithaca, rg5g.
6. Pelzer, Karl Josef.
selected' Bibliography on the Geography of southeast lsia. New Haven, yale
University, r95o-56. (Southeast Asia Studi,ies.\
BURMA
r. New York University. Burma Research project.
Japanese and chinese Language Resources on Burma, an annotateil Bibliography,
P,repared by Burma Research project at New york University
[rg57]
p. U. S. Dept. of State. Division of Research for Far East.
selected Bibliography of English Language pu.bli.cations on Burma.
[washington,
r95rl
3. Fisher, Joseph, comp.
Research Bi'bli'ography of Books, Documents and pamphlets on Burma. published
in Rangoon, rg,53.
4. New York University. Burma Research project.
Annotated BibXiography of Burma. Frank Trager, Director and Editor;
John
Musgrave, Chief Bibliographer. New Haven, 1956.
CAMBODIA
r. Chicago. University.
Bi,bliography of Cambodia. New Haven, 1956.
INDONESIA
r. [Amsterdam. Rijksinstituut voor Oorlogsdocumenrarie]
Voorlopige liist aan tiid,schriften ldagbladen en nieuusbladenf;
Amsterdam, r954.

.r8
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2. Anderson, Benedict R.
Bib-liography of Ind,onesian Publications; Neuspapers, Non-gouernment period,i.cals
and,-Bulletins, rg4j-58, at Cornell uniuersity. Ithica, rg5g.
g. Buku baru. rret nieuwe boeh. Bibliographisch
tiids-ct;ift aoor Ind.onesii. Medan,
r95r4. Devillers, Philippe.
L'Ind,onis.ie d,epuis tgqz; itat de traaaux. paris, rg5g.
5. Gunung Agung, N. V., Djakarta.
Daltar buhu untuk sekolah rendah (bahasa Indonesia). Djakarta
[rg53]
6. Gunung Agung, N. V., Djakarta.
Berita bibliograf (annual). r955-b9
7. Hague. Koloniale Bibliotheek.
catalogus der Koloniale bibliotheeh uan het Kon. instituut uoor de TaaI-, Land.- en,
volkenhunde aan Ned. Indii en Het Indischen genootschap, door G. p. Roufraer .'.
en W. C. Muller. s'Gravenhage. rgo8.
8. Indonesia. Kantor Bibliografi Nasional.
Berita buXanan dari Kanto,r Bibliografi Nasional. Bandung, rg53.
g. Indonesia. Kantor Bibliografi Nasional.
Social Science Bibliography for Southeast Asia; Indonesia. Djakarra
Ir955]
ro. Indonesia. Kementerian Pendidikan, Pengadjaran dan Kebudajaan. perpustakaan
Perguruan,
D af tar bu hu- b uku. Djakarta, rggr r . J a s p a n ,M . A .
social stratification and social Mobility in Ind.onesi,a; a Trend Report and, annotated,
B i b lio graphy. [Djakarta, r 959]
rz. Kennedy, Raymond.
Bibliography
of Indonesian Peoples and Cultures. Rer'. by Th. W. Maretzki and
H. Th. Fischer. New Haven, HRAF, rgbb. s v.
rg. Lev, Daniel S.
A Bibliography
of Indonesian Goaernment Documents and Selected Indonesian
Writings on Government in the Cornell Uniuersi,ty Library.Ithaca,
rg5g.
r4. Muller (Frederik) & Co., Amsterdam.
Les Indes Orientales. Catalogue de liures sur les possessionsnderlandaises aux Indes,
auec d,es divi.sions sur les Indes Anglaises, la Chi.ne et te Japon, la perse, Sibirie,
I'Afri,que, specialement la C6te d,e Gui,nie et le Cap de Bonne Espirance, Surinam,
Guyana et I'Australi,e. Amsterdam, r882.
r5. Nabrink, G6, firm, booksellers, Amsterdam.
Ind,onesi'a; Catalogue of an Important Collection of OItt and ll[odern Boohs, Period,icals and Pamphlets about the Indonesian Archipelago. Amsterdam.
[r96o]
16. Netherlands (Kingdom, r8r5) Departemenr van overzeese Rijksdilen. Bibliotheek.
Catalogus aan de boeken en kaarten uitmakenile de bibtiotheeh aan het Deb'artement
tan Koloni4n.'s Gravenhage, 1884.
17. O&eloen, G.
catalogus d,ari boekoe-boekoe dan madiallah-mad.iallah
iang diterbitkan d.i Hind,ia
Beland,a d,ari tahoen t87o-tg37. Batavia
[rg4o]
r8. Ockeloen, G.
Catalogus d,ari buku-buhu jang diterbithan di Indonesia. Bandung,
ry11-b1.
rg. Ockeloen, G.
catalogus aan boeken en tijdschriften
uitgegeuen in Ned,erland,s oost Indii uan
r87o- r gj7. Batavia [r94o]
zo. Ockeloen, G.
Catalogus uan in Nederland,s Indi€ aerschenen boeken in de
en
laren tgig-tgqr
enkele aanuullingen op de gestencilde catalogus aerschenen in i9j9. siiavii,'rg4zzr. Repe.rtorium op d.e koloniale litteratuur of systematische inhouikopgaaf uan hetgeen
uoorkornt ouer de holoniin, (beoosten ite Kaap) in mengeluerhei-en
tiidschriften,
tan r59i tot t855, uitgegeuen in Nederland en ziine ouerzeesche bezittingen, door
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J. C. Hooykaas. Amsterdam, r87o-8o.
ez. Schrieke, Bertram Johannes Otto, comp.
Report of the Scientific Work Done in the Netherlands on Behalf of the Dutch
Ouerseas Temitori,es Duri,ng the Period Betueen Approximately r9t8 and t943.
Amsterdam, 1948.
zg. Stanford University. floover Institute on War, Revolution and Peace.
Ind,onestan Langutge Publications in the Hooaer Library. [Stanford, rg53]
s4. U. S, Department of State. Division of Research for Far East.
Selected. Bibliography of Engli.sh-Language Publications on Indonesia. [Washington]
r950'
25. U. S. Library of Congress. General Reference and Bibliography Division.
. . . Netherlands East Indies, a Bibliography
of Books Published After tgjo and.
Period,icals Articles After t9jz, Auailable i,n U. S. Li.brari,es. Washington, r945.
26. Oostkust van Sumatra-Instituut.
Catalogus aan het Deli-archief op t Januari t9t7. Amsterd,am, rgr7.
LAOS
r. Kdne, Thao.
Bibliographie d.u Laos. [Vientiane] r958.
z. McKinstry, John.
Bibliography of Laos and Ethnically Rel.ated Areas. Los Angeles [196r]
3. Halpern, J. M., comp.
An Annotated, Bibli,ography on the Peoples of Laos and, Northern Thailand.
Angeles, University of California, rq6r.

Los

MALAYA
r. Cheeseman. Harold Ambrose Robinson.
Bibliography
of Malaya, Being a Classifi.ed, List of Books W.holly or Partly in
English Relati.ng to the Fed,eration of Malaya and, Singapore. London [1954]
2. Pelzer, Karl Josef.
Selected Bi.bliography on the Geography ol Southeast Asia. (Southeast Asia Studies)
New Haven, Yale University, 195o-56.V. 3 "Malaya."
3. Singapore. University.
Malayan Historical Sources. K. G. Tregonning, ed. Singapore, 196z.
NORTHERN

BORNEO (Sarawak, Brunei, and North Borneo)

r. Cotter, C. P., comp.
Reading List ol English
Borneo. Honolulu, r96o.

Language Materials

in the Social Sciences on British

THAILAND
Hong samut.
r. Bangkok, Thailand. ehulilongkon Mahiwitthayilai.
Bibliography of Material about Thailand in Western Languages, compiled. by the
Central Library of Chulalonghorn Uniuersity. Bangkok, 196o.
z. Bangkok, Thailand. flo samut haeng chit.
List of Thai Gouernment Publications Coaering the Years 1954, r955, t956. Bangkok,
r958.
3. Bangkok, Thailand. flo samut haeng chdt.
Sdrabdn khon ruang nai nangsu thi phi,m ihak ton chabap hhong Ho samut haeng
cnar.
4. Bangkok, Thailand. Thammaslt Mahdwitthaydlai. Khana Ratthaprasasanasit.
List of Thai Gouernment Publications by Research Diuision, Institute of Public
Administration, Thammasat Uniuersity. Bangkok, r958.
5. Cornell University Library. Department of Far Eastern Studies. Southeast Asia
Program.
Bibliography ol Thailand; a Selected List of Boohs arzd,Articles ati'th Annotations
ol the Cornell Thailand, Research Project. Ithaca, r956.
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6. Kawabe, Toshio.
Bibliography of Thai. Stud.ies,by Toshio Kawabe and others. Toyko, rg577. Mason, John Brown, and Parrish, H. Carroll.
Thailand Bibli.ography. Gainesville, r958.
8. Church of Christ in Thailand. Office of Christian Education and Literature.
" Catalogue. Bangkok, r957.
VIET

NAM

r. Ambekar. C. G.
Vietnam.: a Reading Zrst. [n.p.] r958.
z. A Bibliography of Social SciencesPublished in Vi.etnam. Thu-tich khao ve Khoa-hoc
xa-hoi tai Viet-Nam, ry47- rgbg. [Saigon, 1960.]
3. Michigan. State University of Agriculture and Applied Science, East Lansing.
Vietnam Project.
What to Read on Vietnam. New York, rg5O.
4. Parks, Oral E.
Recent Articles on Vietnam; an Annotated Bibli.ography. [East Lansing? rg58?]
b, U.S.Library of Congress.
Ind,ochina, a Bibliography of the Land and the People. Cecil C. Hobbs and others,
comp. Washington, rg5o.
6, Vietnam. Embassy. Paris. Service de documentation.
Liste dcs ouarages sur le Vietnam et I'Indochine. [Paris, rg55?]
PHILIPPINES
r. Hart, Donn W. and quintin A. Eala.
An Annotated, Gui,d.e to Current Philippine Period,icals. New Hauen, 1957. (Yale
University. Southeast Asia Studies. Bibliography series,no. 4)
s. Ifouston. Charles Owille.
Philippine Bibliography. Manila, University of Manila, r96o- v. r. "An Annotated
Preliminary Bibliography of Philippine Bibliog'raphies (since rgoo)."
3. Lopez, Cecilio, comp.
An Annotated Bibliography ol Philippine Social Sciences. Quezon City. University
of the Philippines, r9564. Pelzer, Karl Josef.
Selected, Bibliography on the Geography of Southeast lsr'a. New Haven, Yale
University, tg4g-96 (Southeast Asia Studies, y. 2. "The Philippines")
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Acquisitionof LibraryMaterialsfrom
the Middle East
Pntrrp J. N{cNrrr, AssociateLibrarian
for Resourcesand Acquisitions
Hatzard College Library, Cambridge, Mass-

on the Near and
C OME SIX YEARS AGO THE COMMITTEE
noted "that one
ltiaat"
East
of
Council
the
Social
Research
Science
)
of the major problems calling for solution in the rapid and effective development of Near and Middle Eastern Studies in the United States is
that of bibliographical servicesto various individuals and institutions concerned with the area." Whether one uses a nalrow or broad definition of
the area covered, the multiplicity of languages and the general lack of
central or efficient book trade organizations in most of the countries
present great difficulties. Publications in this field include materials in
Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Hebrew, Armenian, and cognate languages.
The expansion of area programs and the increase in Near East publications, commercial, governmental, and institutional-have complicated
both the current and retrospective acquisitions of American libraries.
A report on the "Bibliographical Resources and Needs in the Social
SciencesRelating to the Near and Middle East," a working paper based
on a report prepared by Harry W.Hazard for the S.S.R.C.,reviewed the
existing collections and bibliographical practices in American universities
and outlined the existing and anticipated needs of these institutions.
This survey indicated. that Arabic holdings tended to reflect a period
when research interest concentrated on the philological, historical, theological, and literary. Modern Arab scholarship and especially social science
materials were poorly represented in our collections. Persian holdings
were found to be far weaker and even more heavily weighted toward the
classics.While there were a few libraries with fairly good Ottoman collections, there remain problems of retrospective collecting to fill in gaps.
Modern Turkish materials in the Latin alphabet have been collected by a
number of libraries. The same situation obtains in the case of modern
Hebrew. It was found, as might have lreen expected, that coverage of
Slavic and western language works dealing with the Middle East varied
with the collecting policy of each institution.
The Hazard study further noted that the greatest gap exists in zoth
century materials and, in summarizing coverage by country, it was reported that:
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"Israel is undoubtedly the most fully covered country, followed apparently by Lebanon, Egypt, and Turkey. In the moderately covered
category would fall Iran, Iraq, Syria, and Arab Palestine, with Jordan and
the Arabian Peninsula lagging far behind. Of the adjacent related areas,
Cyprus and North Africa are fairly well covered; the Sudan, Afghanistan,
and western Pakistan probably fall in the middle category; Transcaucasia,
Turkestan, and the Ottoman Balkans are at the bottom' Islam as a religion
receives generally adequate coverage in its theological and intellectual
aspects,far lessso in itJfolk practices or its educational and psychological
effects."
As a follow-up to the Report and in the light of suggestionsand recommendations of librarians concerned with the development of Middle
Eastern Resources,the Social ScienceResearch Council had David Wilder
study again, from the professional librarian's viewpoint, the organization
of a comprehensive system for the identification, acquisition and distribution of materials published in this area. This joint efiort of scholars and
librarians in the fashioning of the Elazard and Wilder reports has been
followed up by the establishment of a Joint Subcommittee on Middle
East Library Resourceswhich met first in New York on April r r, 196o.
The Subcommittee was formed by parallel action of the American
Council of Learned Societies and the Social Science Research Council
on the recommendation of their Joint Committee on the Near and
Middle East and the Association of Research Libraries through its Farmington Subcommittee on the Middle Eastern Library materials. The first
Newsletter of the Subcommittee noted that "Its raison d'€tre is a conviction on the part of some of us concerned with the problem, that almost
every aspect of library work on collections to support Middle East studies
is more difficult and complicated than on other materials. Some sort of
coordinated action, even if only the sharing of work already done, wotrld
be serviceable."
The problems which have been noted for consideration by the Subcommittee range from procurement through processing, from technical
questions such as the provision of author numbers for Arabic names to
very general ones such as the need to develop library science to the point
where it might adequately handle materials from other civilizations
without distortion.
The selection of materials from the countries of the Middle East has
been hampered by the limited nature of bibliographic information. The
existence of national bibliographies in Turkey and Persia have lent scope
to programs in these regions. The same cannot be said for the Arabicspeaking world. The words of Helen Conover (in Current National
Bibliographies, ry95) have held true until quite recently:
"There are no current national bibliographies in the accepted sense
issued in the Arabic-speaking counties of the Near and Middle East. . . .
the bibliographical bulletins of the Egyptian National Library in Cairo,
which is more properly the Library accessionslist, is the most comprehensive source available for identification of current writings in Arabic
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published in Egypt, Arabia, Syria, the Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq and North
Africa. It is not restricted to new publications, but rakes in everything in
the Arabic language acquired by the library in the preceding year."
The recent anival of. The Arab Booh Annual, the first curyent national bibliography of books published in the United Arab Republic
with author and translator indexes and directory of Arab publishers for
196o, marks a significant srep forward in bibliographic control. Our
Egyptian colleagues are ro be congratulated on this publication which
appeared as a Special Issue (July-August 196r, Volume 3, no. 4) of
Library World, the first Arabic periodical tor llbrary service. This work
lists some rz67 titles exclusive of textbooks and government publications,
and the compilation claims to represent 95 per cent of the entire book
production.
In addition to national bibliographies, libraries generally rely on the
following sources for information on books published in the Middle
East:
(r) catalogs of book dealers, both western European and Middle
Eastern;
(:) western and oriental language journals which contain notices,
teviews, and advertisementsof Middle Eastern materials;
(3) accessionslists;
(a) McGill University, Institute of Islamic Studies-current
acquisitions
(b) American University of Beirut-Arabic
list and western
acquisitions
(c) Chicago University. Oriental Institute--books acquired by the
Oriental Institute Library
(d) UCLA-books acquired for the Near Eastern collection;
(a) UNESCO publications and exchange information from national
libraries and government agencies-useful for government publicatrons;
(5) current and retrospective bibliographies such as:
(a) The Library World (Alain al-maktabat). Cairo (current)
(b) Iraj Afshar's Bibliography of Persia. (current)
(c) Rahnamay-e Ketab (monthly). Teheran (current)
(d) Sarkis: Mu'jam al-Matbu'at al-Arabiyya. (retrospective)
(e) aI-SiiiI aI-Thaqafi. Cairo, r948-r954. (retrospective)
(f) Fihrist Mahtabat al-Azhar, ry49- (Catalog of the Azhar library)
(g) al-Nashia aI-M isriyya lilmatb u|at. (E gyptian Pub licati,ons B uIletin) which succeededNashrat Dar al-Kutah (Bulletin of the
Nati,onal Library) (Current and retrospective);
(h) al-Mahtaba (The Library) Baghdad (current);
(i) for current materials: literary journals such as al-Adah, aIAdib, Shi.'r al-A[aiallah, as well as dealers catalogs and ]ists of
new publications.
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(6) publication of catalogsof individual library collections:
(a) Dictionary Catalog, Jewish Collection, New York Public Library, r4vols. G. K. Hall, o.p.
' (b) Dictionary
Catalog, Ori,ental Collection, NYPL, r6 vols. G. K.
Hall
(c) Catalog of the Library, School of Oriental and African Srudies,
University of London
(d) Dictionary Catalog of the Library, Hebrew Union College,
Jewish Institute of Religion (4oo,ooocards)
(e) Catalogue of Syriac Printed Boohs and Related Literature in
the British Museu,nt,compiled by the late Cyril Moss, Assisrant
Keeper in the Department of Oriental Printed Books and
Manuscripts, British Museum, r96z. The preface states: "Not
only is it the first record ever published of the British Museum's collection of Syriac books, but it may well stand as the
first systEmatic catalogue of Syriac printed literature to be
published by any library. The usefulness to scholars will be
enhanced by the numerous analytical entries for periodical
articles having any bearing on Syriac studies, in wharever
language, both from Mr. Moss's own department and the Department of Printed Books in the British Museum. Ir serves
therefore not only as a record of the Museum's Syriac Collection, but as a comprehensive bibliography of the subject.',
(7) Faculty and/or library stafi book purchasing in the field. Columbia,
Ifarvard, McGill, and Princeton are among the institutions which
have found this method extremely useful. A member of the Columbia faculty was instrumental in acquiring for his institution an
important Persian collection. Stanford Shaw of the Harvard faculty
has made two successful buying trips to Turkey within the past
three years. For his first trip he prepared a desiderata list of some
thousand titles, mainly of Ottoman Turkish, to serve as a guide.
Copies of this list were made available to other institutions inrerested in this field. A limited number of copies remain; anyone
interested can obtain a copy as long as the supply lasts. Rudolf
Mach, who is in charge of Princeton's N{iddle East program completed one successfultour of the Middle East and has returned to
the area in order to increase the Princeton Library's resources.
William Watson of McGill's Insritute of Islamic Srudies roured the
area on behalf of his Library; and Labib Zuwiyya-Yamak, who
heads the Middle Eastern Sectlon of the lfarvard tollege Library,
has done a similar job for Harvard during the past year.
The Joint Committee has sponsored or supported other acquisitions
activities. A survey of holdings was undertaken to discover to what extent
needed Arabic books were actually getring into American collections. For
the sampling, eight university libraries checked the May-Augusr, rgb8,
issue of the Egyptian Publication Bulletin The following fields were
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the sciences, fine arts,
omitted from any consideration-Christianity,
music, amusemeni, non-Arabic literature, textbooks, and juveniles' Of
the remaining 316 entries, rr8 or 278% were held by one or more
libraries; 17 additional titles or b.47o were on order. It seemsobvious that
a better job needs to be done to ensure adequate coverage. The inadequacy of individual collections is highlighted by the fact that the number
of titles held by the top three libraries reporting wete 74,6o, and 53,
respectively, with the holdings of the remaining libraries ranging from
r7 to 7 titles.
Fortunately, library holdings in this field have increased drastically
with the inauguration of the U. S. Public Law 48o program which had
the wholehearted support of the Subcommittee. The first fruits of this
program were reported in the Library of CongressInformation Bulletin for
May 28, 196z. While it is too early to make a complete assessmentof the
initial program, informal reports have indicated satisfaction with the
results-_ eqpecially with the monographs received. One library reported
that a preliminary check showed that only 5z of the z8z monographs were
duplicites, and a high percentage of the remaining titles would be of research value. A continuance of the p,resentprogram in the UAR, India,
and Pakistan, and expansion into other areas of the world would be of
real assistanceto the acquisitions programs of American libraries.
A program for the acquisition of materials from Iraq is being developed
by Father Brendan Connolly, Director of Libraries at Boston College.
Arrangements have been made with the Librarian of the affiliated alHikma University in Bagdad to select and acquire thfee sets of current
materials of research value for use in this country. The first shipment of
twenty-two titles arrived in September, 1962, and additional volumes are
en route.
Statements concerning the holdings of Middle East library materials
have been prepared by several libraries. These rePorts contain information useful ior-institutions beginning or expanding their resourcesin this
area. A statement on the retrospective holdings of McGill University's
Institute of Islamic Studies Library was appended to the first issue of the
Middle East Library Resources Neusletter. Columbia University has a
report a$ of February, 196r, assessingthe strength of each part of its
Vfiaate East collection including a selective list of vernacular serials
received plus a list of newspapers currently received. The Library_ of
Congressitut.-"ttt, which has been duplicated for dislibution by McGill
University's Institute of Islamic Studies, indicates policies followed and
-progressmade in building up its Near East holdings.
_
work is continuing on the National Union catalog of oriental
Serials, and. explorato,ry work is going on toward the coordination of
Middle East newspaper holdings in American libraries. Robert ogden,
Chief of the NeaiEisr Section of the Library of Congress, is preparing
a union list of newspapersof the Near and Middle East which will include
North African and European language, as well as vernacular papers from
the area.
'zG
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Of some interest to acquisitions librarians is the news that the Persian
transliteration system put forth by the Joint Committee on the Near ancl
Middle Easc will serve as the basis for the system to be adopted by the
Library of Congress.
The Newsletter of the Joint Committee will be issued from time to
time. It wifl continue to report on developments in the Middle Eastern
field. Anyone interested in being placed on the mailing list for the
Middle East Library ResourcesNewsletter should addresshis request to:
The Librarian
Institute o{ Islamic Studies
r345 Redpath Crescent
Montreal 25, Canada
In conclusion, I might add that the Editor is seeking ideas, information, and comments on library activities in this rapidly-expanding field.
Developments are taking place here ancl in the Middle East, and there
are prospects of further significant results. The exchange of information
is very important, and the Newsletter can serve as an efficient means of
communication.
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Acquisitionof LibraryMaterialsfrom
China,Japanand Korea
WennsN M. TsuNersnr
Yale Uniaersity Library
New Hauen, Conn.

DEVELOPING" is scarcely the term to apply to China,
eel\TEWLY
and
Korea; "full blown" would be much more descriptive
^l \ Japal,
of actual bibliographic conditions in this part of the world. we are
dealing here with civilizations of great aniiquity, and in the case of
China elpgcia-lly, with a culrure characterized by a vast literary output.
By ztg B.C., for example, when literate man was srill unknown in lirge
parts of what we are pleased to call the civilized west today, the chineie
had accumulated a sufficient supply of books-archival and private collectio:ns had begun centuries earlier-to indulge in the luxuiy of bookburning, an event remembered largely in remorse by succeeding gen-biock
erations of chinese scholars.l The earliesr extant samples of
printing and the oldest surviving printed book in the world are the
products of 8th and gth century Japan and China, respectively.2Moreover, it has been estimated that by the end of the r5th ientury-that
is,
about the time the New \Arorld was being discoverCd-chinese scholars
had written more books than the literary men of all other nations combined.g
Today China and Japan rank with the world's leaders in the book
publishing field. while current book trade sratisricsfor mainrand china
are not available, a recent study shor.vsthat in 1958, some e6,4r4 titles
were published.+ In Japan, during 196r, some zr,B47 titles (rz,z68 new)
were, published as compared to a U. S. total during the same year of
r8,o6o titles, of which r4,zg9 were new.b The Republic of China (Taiwan)
and the Republic of Korea together published in 196o some
B,poo titles.6
From this area of the world, therefore, we may expect a totai trade-book
production of close to 5o,ooo titles per year, extlusive of periodicals,
ephemera, and government and other nbn-trade publications.
I mention these matters not particularly to enlighten the reader concerning the antiquity of Asian civilizations nor ro impress upon him the
high volume of publishing in these countries, but to point out the sheer
magnitude of the task confronting the librarian attempting to form a
collection representing the best of these civilizations. on thi one hand,
he is confronted with the accumulated output of long, varied, and. rich
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literary traditions which have endured for one and a half to three
rnillenia. On the other hand, working typically with an inadequate staff
and book budget, he must selectfrom the great mass of available material
a collection which, he hopes, will serve his clientele. His readers, moreover, may still be largely porential.
Certain obvious conclusions, which flow from these preliminary observations,may be summarized as follows:

Becauseof the nature of the languagesinvolved, use of these materials will
continue to be confined largely to researchat the gracluatelevel and beyond.

Any library newly embarking on a developmental program involving
liast Asia might very well profitably contacr one of the thirteen major
Asian libraries in the United States.?Arranged geographically from East
to West, they are as follows:
East Coast:
Chinese-JapaneseLibrary, Harvard University
East Asian Library, Columbia University
Far Eastern Collections, Yale University
Gest Collection, Princeton Universitv
Orientalia Division, Library of Cong'ress
Wason Collection, Cornell University
Middle West:
Asia Library, University of Michigan
Far Eastern Library, University of Chicago
West Coast:
East Asian collection, Hoover Institution, stanford university
East Asiatic Library, University of California, Berkeley
Far Eastern Library, University of Washington
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Oriental Library, University of California at Los Angeles
Research Collections, Institute of Advancetl Projects, East-West
Center, University of Hawaii
There are collections also at Northwestern University, Claremont
Colleges, California, and the University of Southern California. In
addition, a number of universities have begun quite recently to acquire
books in the vernaculars of Asia. These are the university libraries of
Texas, Kansas, Indiana, Arizona, Michigan State (Oakland), and Wisconsin, to name a few.
It should be noted also that there are four permanent committees interested in various aspectsof East Asian libraries in the U. S. First, there
is the Committee on American Library Resourceson the Far East of the
Association for Asian Studies (Chairman: Dr. G. Raymond Nunn,
Director, ResearchCollections,Institute of Advanced Projects,East-West
Center, University of Hawaii, Honolulu).s This group concerns itself
primarily with various problems relating to the acquisition of material
from East Asia. The Association itself issuesthe Journal of Asian Studies,
the winter issue of which is devoted to a Bi,bliography of Asian Studi,es,
a primary source for the procurement of western books on Asia.
Second,the Joint Committee on Contemporary China of the American
Council of Learned Societiesand the Social Science Research Council is
concerned with the procurement of material on modern China.
Third, there is the Far Eastern Materials Committee of the Cataloging
and Classification Section of the American Library Association (Chairman: Charles E. Hamilton, East Asiatic Library, University of California,
Berkeley). The chief interest of this Committee is in cataloging and
classification. Similarly, the Orientalia Processing Committee of the
Library of Congressis concerned primarily with policy questions relating
to processing.
Turning now to concrete problems involved in obtaining library materials from East Asia, we may observe first of all that while there may
be, politically, two Chinas, bibliographically there are at least three
Chinas. They are the People's Republic of China on the mainland, the
Nationalist Republic of China on Taiwan (Formosa), and the British
Crown Colony of Hong Kong serving as Chinese book jobbers to the
world.
Consider first the case of Red China. Book packages emanating
directly or indirectly from mainland China are liable to delay or seizure
in customs except when they are destined for licensed institutions. Appli
cation should be made, therefore, to the Foreign Assets Control Division
of the U. S. Treasury Department to obtain an import license. The
license number should appear on the address label of all Chinese materials posted in Hong Kong or Japan.
Western language publications issued, let us say, by the Foreign
Languages Press in Peking are available from a number of dealers in
Hong Kong, the United States, and Great Britain. Many of these are
.30
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Correspondence may be in English, and as a matter of fact this is
true in writing to most dealers and libraries in East Asia. Aside from the

traditional literature of China.
Generally speaking, bibliographical controls for Chinese and Korean
works are poor, and one must therefore rely chiefly on dealers' catalogs
and desiderata lists. Such controls are much better for Japanese pubfications. The National Diet Library in Tokyo issuesa weekly accessions
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and distribute hard-to-obtain Japanesepublications.
For Korean works the dmirican librarian can profitably begin by
contacting the National Assembly Library (or the Library of the Supreme
Council f6r National Reconstruction as it has also been known since the
revolution of 196r), seoul, Republic of Korea. This library has issued
in the past Korian-English lists of exchange items. One source for trade
books is the Korean Book Company, Central P. O' Box 424, Seoul'
I should like to add one word about book prices and payments' For

the small margins with which Japanesedealersmust operate.
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Payment is often requested upon receipt of invoices (normally sent
via airmail and arriving three to four days after posting). Books are sent
via ordinary seamail and require four to six weeks for arrival. Non-arrival
of books is a minimal problem, but it is still the better part of wisdom to
delay payment until shipments are actually received in the library.
As evident, these remarks are addressed to general acquisitions librarians, and hence contain very little, if any, information new to specialists
n-ow.acquiring library material from East Asia-but
it is hoped the
suggestionswill be helpful.
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cause of the ethnocentric, western-oriented connotations of ,,Far East" alrd the
faindy derogatory overtones of .'Asiatic."
g. For this and other complaints on bookdealers in Japan see Morita,
J. R. "Kosho
konyilj6 no konnan ni tsuite; Amerika shozai no toshokan no baai." (Difficulties in
Ordering Japanese Antiquarian Books; the Case of American Libraries) Toshokanhai (T}re Library World), r4:zr-24. April rg6e.
ro. For more information see Dodd, E. H. "American Publisher's Notes on the
Japanese Book Trade." Publishers' Weekly, rj1:r2-r4, April e7, rggg; Sawamoto, T.
"Bookstores in Japan." ALA Bulletin,53:85r-854, November 1959; and Melcher, D.
"Books in Japan and in the U.S.A.; a Comparison." ALA Bulletin, g3:8g4, November
r959.
rr. The average for current Chinese books is a rough approximation;
the average for
currentJapanese books is based on figures in Shuppan nenhan, tg6z.
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4.qrlrition of LibraryMaterialsfrom
EastEurope
Donorny B.Kurtnx, Head
A cq uisiti on D epartntent
Uniaersity of California. Library Berkeley
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Hl NEWLY-DEVELOPING
INTEREST in the acquisition of material from the less familiar areas of the world reflects one of the
y circles as well as one of the most
development of research collections;
rs as pertain to the Slavic and East
lportant at present. Considered as a
newly-developing interest f<-rrnrany

ofmateriatfromrheu.s.s.R.,, ;'ff :fi l:ff, "J.:Tt:'# ;:t;i'i::l
"

interest_foryears.while some few iistitutions have excellent collections,
a
q:o"p have only adequate ones; and the holdings in the
T:l_....1".C:t
malottty ot colleges and even in some universities cannot supplrt
their
existing teaching programs in the fielcr. Trade channers ,o-i^fift"".,
to
twen_tyyears ago were completely inadequate, not only because export
was limited to one official outlet in each bf the East European countries
and the type of material exported severely curtaired, bui also because
import was controlled in the unitecl States by a Department of
commerce ruling resulting in much material being "detained',, sometimes
permanently. For an extended period, exchanges were equally difficult;
in the u's.s.R. these were limited to three specified,instituiions by a
ruling of the soviet government; in other il,ast European countries
almost no contact could be made. secondhand dealers, doth in western
Europe and in America, had some material at high prices, and the
p,ossibility of locating a specific out-of-print title was"sllgtrt. In view of
these difficulties, it was no wonder thit little was done-in the way of
maintaining slavic and East European collections at an adequate level,
and even less action taken toward-building these collections to the level
required for advanced research.
Many and varied efforts were made by individual libraries over rhe
years to meet the difiiculties, and in r946 the Library of congress was able
to negotiate a blanket anangement for certain libraries for iutomatic delivery of material in selecred subject fierds. This project was only modOA
f,a
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erately productive, since its successwas dependent on the cooperation
given by Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga, the official outlet for the U.S.S'R.,
and such cooperation was noticeably lacking as the project developed.
The need for Slavic materials, however, and the relative failure of this
initial project, led to further action by a Joint Committee on Slavic
Studies, organized by the Arnerican Council of Learned Societies and
the Social ScienceResearchCouncil. Formed in rg48, this joint committee
was organized to study problems in connection with an area approach to
Slavic studies, and toward this end it established,in rg5o, a Subcommittee
on Procurement which made arrangements with the Library of Congress
and the U. S. State Department foi assistancein obtaining Slavic publications not available through normal trade channels, distributing such
materials to six university libraries and one public library: the University of California at Berkeley, Columbia, Flarvard, the New York
Public Library, Hoover Memorial Library, the University of Washington,
and Yale. Floover dropped out of the program after a few years and was
replaced by Indiana University Library. A great deal of valuable
miterial was received through this project, but there was also much
duplication and, for some libraries, much out of field material. The
project was closed in r956 by mutual consent of the participating libraries,.since the increased flow of material frorn authorized agenciesof the
official outlets of the various Slavic countries in London, Paris, and New
York, made it seem more desirable to handle acquisitions individually'
Trade channels have continued to improve as far as ordering the
materials from the country of publication is concerned,but only if prepub'
lication orders are placed one to two years in advance with the officiallydesignated outlet of the country. The publishing system in eastern
European countries allows for only a small margin of copies in printing;
and if material is to be obtained at all, it must be selected promptly
from prepublication listings, and orders placed immediately. There is
no dealer problem for such orders since there is only one omcial outlet for
each counlry; Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga for the U.S.S.R.; Ars Polona for
Poland, with Ruch acting as general distributors for foreign periodicals;
Artia for Czechoslovakia;Jugoslovenska Knjiga for Yugoslavia; Kultura
for Hungary; Cartimex for Rumania; and Raznoiznos for Bulgaria. A
listing of these, and many commercial dealers used for the acquisition of
Slavic materials, was published in the American Association for the
Advancement of Slavic Studies' Neusletter, vol. z, no. r, pages 2r-22
(Fall r96r).
The exchange situation has improved even more than the trade.
Freedom to handle exchanges individually has lreen granted to literally
hundreds of institutions in the U.S.S.R., and not only the major learned
academiesand public and university libraries of Moscow and Leningrad,
but also the provincial societies and academies are eager to obtain
American publications. The larger libraries have a seemingly inexhaustible supply of books, both current and out of print, to suPport an extended exchange program. Exchange, or "barter", therefore seems to be
Vol,umr: /, Number
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an excellent method of acquisition, even though it may involve the purchaseof trade books to balance the exchange.
Selection of current material for the U.S.S.R. is made from a publication titled Noaye Knigi,. For the past few years this publication has
listed currently-published as well as projected titles; but it has now returned to its earlier policy of entering only publications to be issuedwithin
the following year, listing such publications by the quarter of the year in
which they are to be published, and giving pagination and an estimated
price. Since Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga has branches in western Europe and
the U.S.A., Kubon und Sagner in Munich, Les Livres Etrangers in Paris,
Collett's in London. Four Continent in New York. and Kamkin in Washington, books listed in Novye Knigi can be ordered from these outlets as
well as from Moscow. Les Livres Etrangers is particularly good and
does, in fact, often include listings of older material, priced more reasonably than that offered in the current catalogs of many secondhand
dealers. Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga also issues regularly Soaiet Boohs, for
books in Ukrainian, Belo-russian, Armenian, and the Baltic languages;
and Musical Literature. They also issue specialized catalogs from time to
time, but titles in these appear later in Notye Kni,gi, and using the lists
as selection tools would lead to duplication of efiort and even to duplication of material due to title changes,if care were not exercised.
In Poland, the official outlet, Ars Polona, is amenable to trade in
older books, and sends lists of such material on behalf of Polish secondhand book stores as well as lists of current and announced titles. Secondhand material is more difficult to obtain from Artia in Czechoslovakia.
Yugoslavia's official outlet, Juguslovenska Knjiga, handles only current
material but it has an alternare, Cankarjava Zalozba, useful principally
for out-of-print material.
Hungary is a problern of somewhat difierent nature. Having established the New York agency,Brownfield, Kultura returns to Brownfield, to
be relayed to Hungary, any orders sent directly to Hungary. Results are
understandably slow, and better service can probably be obtained by dealing directly with Brownfield. Little comment is necessaryfor Rumania
and Bulgaria other than noting their official outlets as was done previously.
Albania now has Enterprise d'Editions de l'Etat, Tirana.
To return to the U.S.S.R., since a majority of libraries are probably
dealing more with this country than with its satellites or with Yugoslavia
and Albania, the following comments are pertinent. General or blanket
orders based on specified subject listings in Novye Knigi arc acceptable,
and the general order obviously gives some guarantee that essential
material will be obtained in spite of the great demand for material in the
inland market. Since the receiving library is notified of material being
sent, it does have an opportunity to revise selections and straight-order
titles not reported as being sent on the general order. If funds for Slavic
materials are unlimited and current material is being given preference,
this may well be a solution, especially for such publications as Trudy,
Zapishi, Materi.aly, Issledoaania, etc., for which Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga
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of S1avicexchange relations ancl dealer contacts, reprinting programs for
out-of-print material, newspaPer microfilming projects, and others'
There is much still to be done, but the culTent situation of acquiring
library materials from the Slavic and East European areas is far better than
it was ten or fifteen years ago, or even five years ago, and we can hope for
continuing improvement.
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Acquisitionof LibraryMaterialsfrom
Africa
HaNs E. PaNorsr<v,Curator of Africana Collection
N or t hw est ern (I n iaersi,ty Lib r ary, Eaanst on, I ll.

7-l-tHE FOLLO\ /ING COMMENTS will be limited to discussing the
I acquisition of currently-published material in the newly-sovereign
countries of Africa. Specifically, the Republic of South Africa which
bibliographically is much more highly organziecl,will be excluded.
In Africa there is a growing volume of publishing by agenciesof the
government which may or may not include institutions of higher learning.
Missions continue to publish, as well as social and economic organizations
which are increasingly political. Literary ancl artistic groups alio place at
least certain of their thoughts into writing thar may become published.
Some African publications, as those from other localities, enjoy intrinsic
merit; others are mere curiosities of place and time, although invaluable
to scholarship.
Libraries, irrespective of whether they are in Africa, in Europe, or in
America have similar difficulties in obtaining Africana; and the cost of
such materials, even though considered to be reasonable, varies between
institutions.
The existence of copyright legislation with depository clausesand the
compilation of national bibliographies is an ideal which is only partially
realized in Nigeria and nowhere else at all. For the last ten years Ibadan
University Library has compiled, and Ibadan University Press has published, Nigerian, Publication.s which fbr 196r carries the subtitle "Cut
rent National Bibliography." Without national bibliographies, one must
rely on the acquisition lists of universities and other libraries for guidance,
particularly those stressingAfrican studies. In countries with government
printers, more or lesscomplete listings of official documents are frequently
found, issued by the printer as separate publications or incorporated into
government gazettes.Until the beginning of 196z, government publications for English-speaking Africa could be purchased on standing order
from the Crown Agents in London. Now this is no longer possible, and
each government printer has to be approached separately or, where there
is no government printer, distribution takes place through individual
government agencies.
Several journals merit special mention for their lists of current publications and book reviews: Africar (Lonclon), the quarterly journal of the
International African Institute, and Ribliographie Courantez (Bruxelles)
oR
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the Bibliotheque des Afiaires Africaines. More selective lists are found in
African affaiiS (London), African Reporta published in Washington,
D. C., and Le Liare Africains (Bruxelles) issued by the friencls of Presence
Africaine.
Increased interest in African studies in the United States has resulted
in the formation of the African Studies Association (A.S.A.) which since
rg58 has issued quarterly a Bulletin with frequent referencesof intelest
tolibrarians. The A.S.A. Libraries Committee also plans to publish, ir-

reaching the United States, the number of institutions with African assignments under the Farmington Plan will soon be increased. Some
librarians have advocated the use of roving acquisition agents along the
lines of the Latin American Acquisitions Project (LACAP). StechertHafner sent one of its officers to Ghana and Nigeria in 196o,6and this

basic English and one in French may be helpful as well as the aid of prepayment.
Bookshops that are close to universities and to university pressesale
frequently helpful sources. A bookshop and publisher in the city of
Dakar, some distance frorn the university however, also gives good service.?
A great deal of Africana will not in the near future be available
through commercial channels, but many of these publications will be
available on exchange with, or as gifts from, African institutions. The
African Studies Association sent a questionnaire to its members soliciting
Volume 7, Number t, Winter t96j
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information on unique material they may have gathered in _Africa and
on whether they would be willing to have this material microfilmed. The
number of responseswas rather small, although enough significant replies
were received to encourage the pursuit of such a project.
While direct contact between American and African libraries and

and, in Paris, Hachette, Jean Touzot and Librairie Orientale. In Brussels,
Librarie Africaine Hubaut and Office International de Librairie often
carry useful items. Finally, in Portugal there are three efiective dealers;
Livraria Portugal, O Mundo Do Livro, and R' B. Rosenthal.s
Current acquisitions of major American libraries strongly interested in
Africana have, iince the beginning of r96e, been recorded in a bi-monthly

in African languages.They will also be able to support teaching and research in their own institutions, and to serve governments and the public.

East Africa.

Dealers and their addressesboth inside and outside Africa, which
Northwestern University Library has found to be helpful in the acquisition of African materials are appended in the following lists compiled in
196r; also a 196r Northwestern University compilation of bibliographic
aids for Africana; and a 196z list of publications on Africa issued by the
Library of Congress.
40
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REFERENCES

Alrica. LowJon, Oxford University Press, r gz8-(quarterly)
Bibliographi.e Courante. Bruxelles, Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres du Commerce
Exterieur et de I'Assistance Technique, r 9g6-(bi-monthly)
3 . African Afiairs: Journal of the Royal Africa Society. London, rgor-(quarterly)
4 . Alrican ieport. Washington, D. C., African-American Institute, r956-(monthly)
6 . Le Liure Africai.n, Bruxelles, 4o Rue du Champ de Mars.
6. Lessing, Ralph. "Ghana and Nigeria, a Report on the Literary Scene." Stechert'
Halner Booh Neus, rE: r-2. September 196o.
7. Clairafrique. B. P. zoo5, Dakar, Senegal.
8. See appended list of dealers.
g. Maison des sciences de I'homme. Centre d'analyse documentation pour I'Afrique
des
noire.'Experience
de traitement automatique de la documentation-Listes
l.

responsessimulees." April, r96z (mimeo).
BIBLIOGRAPHIC
NATIONAL

AIDS IN THE

ACqUISITION

OF AFRICANA

BIBLIOGRAPHIES

Most national bibliographies contain references to Africa. Note those pertaining
to British, Dutch, French, German, Italian, Portuguese and Spanish publications.
The only African national bibliographies appearing to date are those for Nigeria
and the Union of South Africa. Particularly useful are:
Africana Noza, rg58Quarterly.
i bibliography of books currenrly published dealing with the Union of South
Africa, based on the accessionsof the Africana Department of the South African
Public Library, Capetown.
B ib lio graphi e C ourtant e, rgSctsection of Zaire,
Issued six times a year. The separately published bibliographic
the Belgian African Review, which contains a classified bibliography.
Bibliographie de la France, rStrWeekly.
Especially Supplement F, Ptrblications Officielles, published irregularly'
Books lor Africa, rg3rQuarterly.
Published by the christian Lirerature council on behalf of the Missionary
Councils of North America and Europe,2 Eaton Square, London S'W' t'
British National Bibliograph),

rgbr

Weekly.
N i gerian P ub lic at ions, rggoAnnual.
Lists all books and pamphlets published within Nigeria during the year, including government publications that have been duly received by the Library
of the University College, Ibadan. Issued by the Ibadan University Press.
U. S. Library of Congress. Subiect Catalog, tg5ctQuarterly.
N,ECENT

LIBRARY

OF

CONGRESS PUBLICATIONS

ON

AFRICA

Afri,ca South of the Sahara: A Selected' Annotated List ol Writings' t95t-t956' rg57'
269 p. $2.oo.
Service, Library
Out of print. Positive microfilm available from Photoduplication
of Congresi, for $2.5o. A revision now in process will cover essential works from this
list and the rgbs Introduction to Africa.
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List of Bibliograph'i'es. ry6r.
Short list for bcginning collections. Available on request from the African Section, Library of Congress.

Alrica South of the Suhara: An Introductory

African Li.braries, Book Production, and Archiues: A List ol References. tg6z. 64 p'
6() cents.
Available from Card Division, f,ibrary of Congress.
African Newspapers in Selected American Librari.es. Second Enlarged Edition of African
Newspapers Currently Reccived in Selected American Libraries. r96:. 68 p. 6o cents'
Available from Card Division, Ijbrary

of Congress.

A List of American Dissertations on Africa.
In press: available about December 196z from Superintendentof Documents,
U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C. Price to be determined.
Nigerian Offici,alPublications, t859-rg58: A Guide. r 9 5 9 .r 5 3P .
A limited number of copies are available free of charge from the C)fficeof thc
Secretary, Library of Congress.
North and Northeast Africa: A Selected, Annotated List of Writings, rgSr-r957. 1957.
r8z p. $r.35;
Available from Card Division, Librarl'of Congress.
Official Publicatiotts of British East Alrica:
Part L The East Africa High Comm,ission and other llegional
67 p. 6o cents.
Part II. Tanganyika. ry62. r34 p. $r.oo.
Both available from Card Division, Library of Congress.

Docurnents. 196o.

Official Publications of French West Africa, t9q6'r958: A Cuirle. t96o. 88 p. 76 cents.
Available from Card Division, Library of Congrcss.
O f f i c i , a lP u b l i c a t i o n s o f S o m a l i l a n d , ,r 9 1 r - r g l 9 : A G u i d e . 1 9 6 o . 4 t p . 4 5 c e n t s .
Out of print. Positive microlilm available from Photoduplication
of Congress, for $2.25.

Service, Library

Serials for African Studies. Washington, rq6r. r63 p. $r oo.
Available from Superintendent of l)ocurnents, U. S. Governmcnt Printing Olfice,
Washington 25, D. C.
United States and Canadian Publications on Africa in t96o. 196z. 98 p. 50 cents.
Available from Superintendent of f)ocurncnts, U. S. Government Printing Office,
Washington 25, D. C.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES

Besterman, Theodore: A World llibliograplry

of llibliographies

3d cd. rg55-t956.

Bibliographic Index, r 937Quarterly.
Capetown. South African Public Library. A Bibliogtaphy of African Bi'bliographies
CoveringTerritories South of the Sahara.4th ed. r96tl (Grey bibliographies, no.7)
SUBJECT BIBLIOGRAPHIES

African Bibliography Series.
Ethnography, Sociology, Linguistics and rclated subjects. Based on the bibliographic card index of the International African Institute, London. Volumes
issued to date:

West Africa. ry98.
North-East Africa. ry59.
East Africa. ry6o.
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This series is brought up to date in the ,'Bibliography of Current publications"
contained in the quarterly, Africa.
J o i n t S e c r e t a r i a rC . C . T . A . / C . S . A .
Inuentory ol Economic Studies Concerning AJricu South of the Sahara, an Ann.otated Read'ing List ol Boohs, articles and official publications. r96o. (Its publication no. go\
ACCESSION LISTS

Af rica
Liste des Acquisitions de Ia Bibliothique du Congo.
Monthly.
B. P. 3ogo, Leopoldville-Kalina, Congo.
University College of Ghana. Library Bulletin.
Monthly.
University Cotlege, Ibadan, Nigeria. Librar"t Recortl.
Monthly.
I.F.A.N. Dakar, Senegal. Lisle des acquisitions.
France
Mus6e de I'Homme. Bibliothdcrue. Liste clesacquisitions.
Societe des Africanisres.
"Bibliographie
Africanistcs" containecl in the Journal
Africanistes.
Issued twice a year.

tle lu Socititi des

Great Britain
Colonial Office. Monthly list ol Officiat Colonial Publications.
Institute of Commonwealth Studies, Oxford. Library Accessions,
Quarterly.
Institute of Commonwealrh Srudies, Univcrsity of London. Library. Select List
of Accessions.
Quarterly.
School of Oriental and African Srudies. University of London. I"ibrary. Monthly
'fitles
List of
Ad,ded to tlrc Catalosue.
R o y a l C o m m o n w e a l t l r S o c i e t y , L o n d o n . Library Notes uith List ol Accessions.
Monthly.
United States
Boston university. African Research and st'dies program. accession List.
Quarterl y.
Northwestern University Library. African nepartment collection.
Joint Acquisitton List of Africana
Bi-monthly.
university of california Library, Los Angeles. Additions to the Alrican collection
Quarterly.

AI'-RIC AN BoO KSELI,ERS

Algeria
Clerre, (M.) Librairie
37 Rue Micheler
Algiers
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Morocco
Librcria Hispano-Francesca
3 Rue de Fez
Tangier
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Cere, Rene
Rue r8 Juin r94o
Rabat

CENTRAL

Ah*D EAST AFRICA

Burundi
PressesLavigerie
Usumbura

WEST AFRICA

Angola

Ethiopi,a

Livraria Lello
Caixa l'ostal r3oo
Luanda
Ghana

Minerva Bookshop
P.O. Box reo
Addis Ababa
Kenya

University Bookshop
University College of Ghana
Legon, Accra
Simpson Book Shop
Box rz16
Accra
Gabon

Bookshop, Ltd.
Cherrett Land & Westlands
Arcade
Nairobi
The E.S.A. Bookshop
P.O. Box 3or67
Nairobi
East African Literature
Bureau
P.O. Ilox goo22
Nairobi

s.A.L.P.
B.P. zo
Libreville
Niger
Librairie Chr€tienne
B.P. 64
Niamey
Mauclert, E.
Librairie

B.P-cz7
Niamey
Ni,geria

Minerva Bookshop
Lourengo Marques
Tanganyika
The Dar-es-Salaam Bookshop
P.O. Box go33
Dar-es-Salaam
Ugand,a

Church Missionary Society
Bookshop
Lagos
Northern
Agency
Zaia

Mozambique

Uganda Bookshop
Private Bag
Kampala

Regional Literature

University Bookshop
Nigeria, Ltd.
University College
Ibadan

SOUTHERN

AFRICA

Basutoland,
Morija Sesuto Book Depot
P. O. Box 4
Morija
Southern Rhod,esia

Senegal
Clairafrique
B.P. 2oo5
Dakar

Kingston, Ltd.
Herald Building, Stanley Aventte
P.O. Box 5gr
Salisbury

Librairie Universitaire
B.P. 396
Dakar

"Nickleby's", (Pvt.) Ltd.
P.O. Box 1589
Salisbury
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Republic of South Afri,ca
Africana Antiquarians (Pty.) Ltd.
P.O. Box 455
Port Elizabeth
Maskew Miller, Ltd.
7/r r Burg Street
Box 396
Cape Town
Struik, C.
Union House
Queen Victoria Street
P.O. Box r r44
Cape Town
Thorold, Frank R.
P.O. Box 24r

Balkema, A. A.
Union House
Queen Victoria Street
P.O.Box 3rr7
Cape Town
Shuter & Shooter (PtY.)
Lrd.
Church Street
P.O. Box rog
Pietermaritzburg
Malagarsy Republi.c
Librarie de Madagascar
Avenue d I'Ind6pendence
Tananarivo

Johannesburg

BOOKSELLERS OUTSIDE AFRICA DEALING IN AFRICANA
EUROPE

Belgi.um
Librairie Africaine Hubaut
ro Rue St€vin
Brussels
Moorthamers, I-ouis
r7: Avenue Louise
Brussels

'

Office International de Librairie
30 Avenue Marnix
Brussels
France
Hachette
?g Boulevard Saint-Germa in
Paris 6

Great Britain
Blackwell, (8.M.), Ltd.
5o/5r Broda Street
Oxford
Bonner, (Eric M.)
74 Belsize Park Gardens
London N.W. 3
Crown Agents for Overseas
Governments and Administrations
4 Millbank
London S. W. r
Edwards, (Francis), Ltd.
83 Marylebone High Street
London W. r
Hefler, (W.) & Sons, Ltd-

Librairie Orientale
I b Rue Monsieur-le-Prince
Paris 6

3-4 Petty Cury
Cambridge

Librairie Orientale et Americaine
r gE Boulevard Saint-Germain
Paris 7

Kegan, Paul, Trench, Trubner
Ltd.
4Z Great Russell Street
London W. C. r

Touzot, Jean
r r Rue de Varenne
Paris 7

& Co',

Krutina
zz Hereson Road
Ramsgate, Kent

Germany
Biicherkabinett
Poststrasse
Hamburg 36
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Maggs Bros., Ltd.
5o Berkeley Square
London W. r
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Probsthain, Arthur
4r Great Russell Street
London W, C. r
Quaritch, (Bernard), Ltd.
rr Grafton Street.
London W. C. r

Spain
G. Porter
Avenida Puerta del
Angel, 9
Barcelona
ASIA AND AUSTRALIA

Rosenthal, (A.), Lrd.
5 Turl Street
Oxford
S a w y e r ,( C h a r l e sJ . ) , L t d .
rz/r3 Grafton Street
London W. r
Thin, James
54-56 South Bridge
Edinburgh

AustraXia
Berkelouw
88 King Street
Sydney, N. S. \Ar.
Ind.i,a
Bibliotheca Orientalia
35 Chittaranjan Avenue
Calcutta r2
UNITED

Thornron, (J), & Son
rr Broad Street
Oxford
Netherlands
Mouton & Co.
74 Kerklaan
Rijswijk (2. H.)
Nthofi, Martinus
g Lange Voorhout
The Hague
Peet, Jan
Nieywe Spiegelstraar gB/95
Amsterdam
Portugal
Livraria Portugalia
Rua Do Carmo 7o
Lisbon
O Mundo Do Livro
Largo da Trindade rr/r3
Lisbon

STATES

Michigan
Cellars Book Shop
Box 6-College Park Station
Detroit, Nlichigan
New York
Scheuer, E.
316 East g4th Street
New York rG
Stechert-Hafner, Inc.
gr East roth Street
New York 3
University Place Bookshop
69 University Place
New York 3
l/ermont
Tuttle Co., Charles E.
z8/3o South Main Street
Rutland

Rosenthal, R. B.
Rua do Alecrim 47
Lisbon
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Trendsin BookPricesand RelatedFields
in WestGermany,
1954-1960
MRnrsrre Crlconrr,
AssistontC hiel, Acquisitions Diuision
University of Washington Library
Seattle, Washington

THE PUBLICATION in October 196r of the findings of
Itr/ITH
the
Cost
of Library Materials Index C.ommittee, a valuable tool in
VY
budget preparation has become available to librarians. Any librarian who
must present a budget and who buys books and periodicals can feel on
safer ground now that official ALA statistics back up his claims for rising
prices and growth in population and circulation.
Since the index covers "currently printed domestic materials which are
obtained directly from the publishers or through jobbers" r it was suggested by Helen Welch and Avis Zebker that some exploration be made
into materials usually purchased from domestic importers or foreign exporters serving as jobbers. In order to determine the feasibility of such a
study on a similar basis to the first one, it was decided to limit the report
to German publications. Figures cited are for book production and prices
in West Germany only. Becausethe Saar area did not become one economic
unit with West Germany until the middle of rg592 it is not included in
thesefigures until r96o.
For the equivalent of Publishers' Weekly, which was used for the
American publications cost study, Buch und Buchhandel in Zahlen was
used. This is the annual publication of the Bdrsenverein des Deutschen
Buchhandels (Gerrnan Booksellers Association) in Frankfurt. It is based
on Wdchentliches Verzeichnis der Deutschen Bibliographfa. This weekly
lists Austrian and Swiss titles also, but these are omitted in the annual.
The annual was first published in rygz and was so well received, that
it was decided to continue it.
The conversion rate for currency is based on the annual statistics cited
in the Federal Resente Bulletin. Since this is the source used by William
I(urth in his study of Mexican book prices, it was preferred to other
sources. Slight deviations from this rate are found in each source, due
to the fact that the method of payment influences par value.
Source for the cost of living index is the German government publication Monatsberichte der Deutschen Bundesbanh, the most authoritative and reliable source. Before rg5o the German econorny was chaotic,
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Book production of new publications and new editions also rose in west
Germanv. The choice open to the book buyer rose fuom r4,og4 titles in
rgbr to 22,824 titles in 196r.3 This is a factor to be consideiea ly ttre
order librarian, since increased choice leads to an increase in demand.
Table Ir was reproduced as found in Buch und Buchhand,el in Zahlen.
rt omits fluctuations in growth which are not statistically relevant because
they are often due to the mechanics of book productions or to bibliographic lags.a
comparativ_e figures for international book production are published
arrnually by uN-ESCo. It is pointed our in Buch that in coisidering
these figures, publication in multilinEual countries must be taken into
account. rn such counffies the number of registered titles may be especially high becausethe same title is regisrered Jeparatelyin each language.
There are rwenty-nine counrries rn'hich publishid moie than e,ooo titles
in 1959. Of these, eight countries pu-blished over ro,ooo titles. The
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/2, and ltaly zt/2 as compared to Norway's rot/2 titles per roo,ooo inhabitants.5
The recent research report which was published by the Twentieth
Century Fund, Europe's Needs and Resources; Trends and Prospects
in Eighteen Countries contains tables and charts on gross national
product, forecasts and projections to rg?o, as well as price changes in
selected countries. A table indicating percentage increases in wages,
consumer prices, and productivity (i.e. efficiency) during the periods
r948-195e,rg5z-r958 shows a c. 6/o inuease in prices in the first period as
against c. g27o rise in wages, and c. zl/o gain in productivity. The
period r95z-r958 shows an 8/o increase in prices, a c. 46/o increase in
wages, and a gain of c. go/o in productivity.B Since this chart shows the
relative increase of these three variables, no absolute figures can be
derived from it.
The German economy had been stabilized in rg48 since the conversion
of the monetary system to new units. Following 1948, "since productivity
rose as much as money wages (at least in industry but probably also
elsewhere), there was no increase in the effective cost of labor."z After
r95z it became more difficult to achieve greater productivity since most
of the bottlenecks of the post-war period had been overcome. However,
"the end of demand inflation and the continuing wage pressure worked
miracles. Gains in efficiency were nearly everywhere greater after rgSz
than they had been before." 8 As long as wage increasesare accompanied
by gains in productivity, the cost of living tends to remain fairly stable.
"Since the most progressive sectors of the economy normally produce the
bulk of exports . . . cost inflation . . . did not prevent stability in export
prices."o This is more true of Germany than elsewhere. In Germany
agriculture is the most backward sector of the economy, which determines
food prices, not industrial products.
In the 1953 issue of Bu,ch editor Sigfred Taubert compares book
prices with other commodities, and with the cost of living index. He is
able to show that book prices have remained more stable than any others,
even more so when cornpared with pre-war prices. Herr Taubert explains
that although more recent compilations have been made, none has been
published.lo In order to compare book price developments with the cost
of living, both in the U.S.;\. ancl West Germany, and to be able to compare them with each other, an index was made based on the year ryb4.
The cost of living index for West Germany shows almost the same curve
as that for the U. S. (Table III and Graph I.). However, the price of
books is rising more rapidly in West Germany than in the United States.
Correcting for increasesin both the standard of living index and in the
boot,price index, the real rise of West German book prices is 48.4 during
the period 1954-6o.In the U. S. the same period shows a real increase of
r5.9 (Table IV and Graph II.). It should also be considered that the U. S.
dollar has approximately four times the buying Power of the German
Deutschmark in the German market today.
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II

of increasein total title production
l95l-1960
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rce Buch und Buchhanrlel in Zahlen. Btirsenverein des Deutschen Buchhandels.
Frankfurt. 1961.P. 12.
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TABLE III.

COS'I OF LIVING INDEX FOR WEST GERMANY
l95o: roo

r95r ... .... ro8.3
1 9 5 2. .
.. . rro.7
1 9 5 3 . . . . . . r o 83
r g 5 4 . . . . . r o 83
1 9 5 5. . . . . . . r o g 5
1956........ rr3.o
1 9 5 7. . . . . . . r r 5 4
1958..... .. rrg.o
1 9 5 9. . . .
r2o2
1960 ...... r2r.g
Source:Monatsberichteder DeutschenBundesbank,April 196r,p. r2o,

COST OF LIVING INDEX FOR
WEST GERMANY
1954 : roo
converted from the above
r95o ......
92 3
r95r ....
.. roo
1 9 5 2. . . . . . . . r o 2 . r
1 9 5 3. . . . . . .
roo
1954 ...
roo
1 9 5 5. . . .
ror r
1956
.. ro4 r
rgST
. . . . 1 0 65
1 9 5 8. . . . .
ro9 9
1959 . .. .. . rrr.o
1960.. ..
rr2 3

TABLE IV.

BOOK PRICE INDEX
1 9 5 4- r o o

1954
r955
r956

IOO
II8 I

r958

I 4 o .o

r960

16a-.7

r25 3

COST OF LIVING INDEX AND INDEX OF
BOOK PRICES FOR THE U,S.A.
1954- roo

Cost of living index
1 9 5 4. .

Book Prices
.... roo

1 9 5 4. .
.... roo
1955 ...
ror 9
... rrr 8
1956 .
... ro3 2
1956 .
tgSZ .
.. 1069
1958
.... 125.8
r9S8..
.... ro9.9
1959..
... rro.9
.... 128.5
1960..
.... trz.6
1960..
Source: Trend.s,t96t.
Ind,icators,March 196r.
Library Statistics, October 196r.
Note: Index numbers are computed from those appearing in the above publications
on a 1947/49 base year.
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GRAPH I
BOOK PRICES 1954_1960,WEST GERMANY
Getman average
book
^
prrce rnclex
(1954:100)

t60

150
t40

Cost of living index
g for West
Germany
(1954- 100)

lzo
I lo
loo

GRAPH II
BOOK PRICES 1954-1960,
U.S.A.
1954- 100
A_U. S.
Average
book price
index

B-Cost of
living index
B for U. S.
(1e54- l0o)
loo

1954

55

sG

57

5A

39

Go

Source: Trends, r96r. Washingron, Ofiice of Education, U. S. Deparrmenr
of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Indicatori, March r96r. Washington, Office of Education, U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Library Statistics,October 196r. "The Cost of Library Marerials:
Price Trends of Publications."
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Thinking
of a Plan*
Nrar, Henrow, Dean
Graduate Schoolof Librar"t Seraice
Rutgers,The StateLlniaersiry
New Brunswich,N.l.

TF I WERE PLANNING what I should do tonight, I might not pick
I after-dinner speaking. l-or on occasions such as this, a speaker need
be only lively, pointed, and brief, and prepared to accept his sudden
change in status quietly as sympathetic dinner companions turn into afterdinner critics. A captive audience need not be a captivated one, and if a
speaker proves to be only ordinarily bright, he will leave no impression as
vivid as the apple pie.
In a recent issue of Library Resou,rcesand Technical Seruices,we already have a speech delivered to tonight's specifications-a newcomer to
the east coast, having been asked to talk to a group of librarians in technical services,agreed to do so in order to meet his new colleag;uesand to
discover (this is my guess)what easternersare like when they are in the
majority. He spoke about the importance of being understood, and emphasized clear, pungent language and a high degree of empathy among
librarians as essentialto communication.**
It reminded me of an article about "communication" I started a dozen
years ago. Part I was called "Readers are being cheated every day" and
held that writing among librarians is so drab that it defeats any opportunity it might have of speaking to us, obscures even the more readable
bits, and makes us easy marks for anything offered up with a show of
imagination. Part II had the title, "Writers are being cheated every day"
and noted that reading for understanding requires alertnessand imagination at least equal to that of the author's, since his words store up meaning
which dull or hasty reading fails to bring down again. (I failed to document or finish this little tirade.)
But lib.rarians, as readers and writers, do have communication problems with which to contend, and they are not much relieved by natural
ties of sympathy which might be expected to exist. For our intellectual and
emotional identity is too often squandered in querulous arguments about
book lovers and administrators, academics and public librarians, schoollibrary "types," documentalists, the PR boys, catalogers,and all the other
* Revision of a paper prepared for the November r7, r96r, meeting of the New York
Technical Services Librarians.
*xCastagna, Edwin. "Please Help Nfe to Understand." LRTS,5:3or-3o6. Fall 196r.
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segregational tendencies which a profession of close classifiersis prone to
conjure up. The primary responsibility of any library association is to
promote understanding among librarians of all kinds and places, and it
is more important than ever before, now that we begin to have influential
external allies on our side.
Back in rg33, Pierce Butler wrote, "The library has been created by
actual necessitiesin modern civilization." His reminder of the imperative
origins of the American library somehow went over our heads. A few
weeks ago I talked to a Congressman who hesitantly told me, when he
found I was a librarian, that he had been an enthusiastic backer of the
"Library Bill." He clearly appreciated the importance of using federal
funds under the Library ServicesAct for national library development, but
during the ALA's long campaign for federal support he had learned that
some librarians were opposed to it, and he thought I might be one.
The intellect is a more important commodity in the world today than
we are likely to suspect. It is obvious, for instance, that the boundaries
which separatemodern nations are as much intellectual in nature as they
are economic, political, and geographic. A great show is made of topographic lines, but this is symbolic to a high degree of the intellectual,
economic, and political frontiers which enlarge and contract according to
their inherent vitality. We may be asked to believe that the state of our
"gross national product" is the index to our national welfare and power,
but America's leadership in scientific development, her successin understanding alien cultures, and her ability to demonstrate the viability of
democracy under a variety of stresseswill more nearly determine her influence in the world-and these are primarily intellectual enterprises.
On a Chicago subway a few nights ago I heard a report of an intellectual exchange between the two Mr. Ks. which will serve as an illustration. Moscow's Mr. K. asked the one from Washington when he expected
to place a man on the moon. To which our Mr. K. replied that he wasn't
doing so well thus far: he hadn't yet put a colored man on a bus in Alabama. Such is the range of our intellectual involvement.
With all the mounting evidence, it phould be recognized that the
country's intellectual potential can be developed only in a preliminary way
by the nation's schools,becauseeducation in a changing world must continue far beyond the period of formal training. Thes'e sentiments have
often been recited before, but we shall now seewhether in the new generation self-education can produce the margin of difierence reguired for national intellectual sufficiency.If the stage in man's evolution has now been
reached at which the cultivation of his intellect is of prime concern,
libraries must accept a whole new set of specificationsfor themselveswhich
they are not as yet prepared to fill.
Daily we read about schools, highways, urban renewal, research, defense, all corresponding to actual necessitiesin our society, and accepted
as worthy of ample public support. Libraries have never been seriously
considered for inclusion in this preferred list, not even by librarians.
A hundred million dollars may be small change in some circles, and it
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is approximately the sum spent annually on comic books; but it is more
than the annual cost of books for all the elementary and secondaryschools
in the country, and four times the amount sPent on books by American
public libraries. After two decades of urging, the Congress has been
persuaded to appropriate sevenand a half million dollars a yeat for library
support through the states; but a long time ago the federal government
b.Sur to subsidize American magazine publishers, through the Post Office
Department's end classmailing privilege (favorable to advertising), by an
ambunt now equal to twice the annual outlay for all the public libraries
in the United States.
We spend an average of $5,ooo to send a child through twelve grades
of schooi-which at best could teach him to read books and use other

the infection.

recent years, field.ed a few outstanding players, and made some grandstand

Indeed, the schools cannot be held blameless in this situation, if their
degrees provide entrance visas into librarianship rather than vistas of
what libraries can be.
Nor can the libraries be let off scot-free,becausethey are prodigal con-

Librarians themselves are more nearly at the heart of the problem. A
college Dean wrote to me a few days ago about a student seeking admission
to th; School, and I quote her for what she implies. "She seems," the
Dean said, "to be a litile inward as a person," but "I think her temPerment would be an asset(especially as a librarian). If she finally choosesto
be a teacher, I trust that she would make more of an effort to develop such
qualities as initiative and aggressiveness."My correspondent contrasted
A person without initiative
ihuard,nesswith initiative and aggressiveness.
Volume 7, Number t, Winter t96j
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may not be "inward" nor "outward," but backward instead. Convictions
bring some aggressiveness,
knowledge breeds intellectual security, and experience develops only the latent capabilities an individual brings inro the
profession.

If the library world were a playing field, and all the librarians in it
professional players, I could say that we have a good team out to the
training table tonight. And barring accidents, we shall all be back in the
line on Monday. But how well are we informed about the game, who has
the ball, and toward what set of goals are we moving? When plays are being doped out in commitrees of the NYLA, ALA, or SLA, are we in there
sweating, or out with the spectators,acting like members of the public? If
library associations waste our time, repeating the same moves without
making any yardage, it is our dury as intelligent players to try to change
the signals and alter the plan of attack. We are not all quarterbacks
maybe? Then, catch the ball when it is passedto us and run until we are
dropped in our racks.
If the tide of events is indeed turning unexpectedly in our favor, will
we be bowled over by it or carried on to new advances?If Necessity is
coming over to our side, she will be a hard mistress and, like Lady Luck,
make no favorites of libraries. (If we do choosea goddessof librarianship,
let it be Juno, whosetemple was the mint!)
I had a sudden feeling a few nights ago when I ran across Lewis
Carroll's sly little stanza,
But I was thinking of a plan
To dye one's whiskers green
And always use so large a fan
That they could not be seen
that he might have been writing about librarians-ingenious, intelligent,
inward, indifferent, and ineffective. And the possibility was so striking
that I have been impelled to go out and beat other librarians over the
head, crying, do you understand? And this is what I am doing now.
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ShouldDC Headings
959 and991
Be Revised?
Fn.+ivcrsJ. Conrrv, S.J.
Assistant Prof essorof History
Saint Louis Universi,t^t
urtd
GBnRrnrxn Prmrps
Chief of Cataloging
Saint Loui,s Uniuersity Library

TT IS A TRIBUTE to'the historical alertness of the Decimal ClassificaI tion Editorial Policy Committee that the Dewey Decimal Classification,
Ed. 16, recognized the existence of a new Asian region, Southeast Asia
(959). Earlier editions, at least rz to 14, called the heading Further India.
This descriptive term long had wide currency, but it did not fit the cultural realities of SoutheastAsia and was not applicable to some nations in
the area. DC r5 changed the heading to the wholly unsuitable French
Indo-China.
By the time DC 16 was being prepared, such historical events as the
Inter-Allied South-East Asia Command (of World War II), the South East
Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO), and a large number of published
worksl brought the name to public attention. More recently there have
come into existence the Association of Southeast Asia (ASA) through the
joint action of Malaya, the Philippines, and Thailand.
Southeast Asia, as a reasonably distinct area, except for a long time;
but its regiorral unity was obscured by the colonial ties that bound it to
Great Britain, France, Netherlands, Portugal, and the United States.
After World War II, however, as seven new sovereign states (Burma,
Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaya, and the Philippines) came into existence, the fact of SoutheastAsia was thrust inescapably upon the world's
attention. Today, as preparations are under way for establishment of a
Federation of Malaysia, comprising Malaya, Singapore, and Britain's
three Borneo colonies (Brunei, Sarawak, and North Borneo), the bonds
of area unity grow.
When the Malaysian federation is completed, probably in 1963, the
only remaining colonial enclaves in Southeast Asia will be Portuguese
Timor and West New Guinea (which Indonesia claims as Irian Barat).
World War II and subsequent events have also served to warn Americans that they are dangerously ill-informed about the history and culture of this important region of Asia. One result of this was a rapid
Volume 7, Number r, Winter t96j
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recently a unique British and American joint venrure to study the societies
of China and Southeast Asia was announced by Cornell, the London
School of Economics and Political Science, the School of Oriental and
African Studies, and the Carnegie Corporation of New York.a
At the same time, it must be said that not all scholars presently agree
upon the scopeof the term Southeast Asia. Neither Hall nor Harrison include the Philippines in their works, nor, for rhat matter, does Coed8s.6
The omission is lesssurprising in coedds since he studies the area only to
the fall of Malacca (r5rr) when Filipino hisrory as it is hnown tod,ay was
only beginning. Hall and Harrison represent a tradition that appears to
be on the wane in Commonwealth scholarly circles (Hall has recently
reviewed in the field of Filipino history) and never existed in the United
States.Two scholars in this country now at work on general histories of
SoutheastAsia, Harry J. Benda (Yale) and John F. Cady (Ohio University),
include the Philippines in their surveys.G
In the light of these considerations, we suggest that some revision of
g5g and ggr, entirely consistent with changesmade in DC 16 and carrying
these to a logical and more efficient conclusion, be made in Edition r7.
The present edition of DC includes under 95g works on six of the eight
states comprising the areas: Burma, Cambodia, Laos, Malaya, Thailand,
and Viet-Nam-all on mainland Southeast Asia. (It coordinates with these

restricted extension than it has elsewhere.

history of Indonesia and the Philippines, after he has browsed the shelves
to acquaint himself with the library's holdings and sropped at Africa.
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For the faculty member or graduate student who may fully understand
the DC system,the problem is the practical difficulty of bringing together
works on mainland and archipelago SoutheastAsian for ready comparison,
when these books are shelved in widely separated sections of a large library. In the Pius XII Memorial Library of Saint Louis University more
than twenty per cent of the entire history collection separatesViet-Nam
from Indonesia! For example, J. C. van Leur, "the man whose ideas have
influenced South-East Asian studies more than any other single person," 7
wrote chiefly about Indonesia. As a cons€quence,his works are far distant
in a large library from general works and most others on a historical
realm in which he is a towering figure.
This complex and confusing anomaly, which obscuresthe teaching of
Southeast Asian history and especially an academically-unified vision of
the subject, can be eliminated by two simple changes in the present DC
classification. These consist in transferring the relatively small number of
works now catalogued under 959.8 Annam and 959.9 Tonkin to 959.7
Viet-Nam and reassigning the vacated numbers to the Philippines and
Indonesia, respectively.
Recataloging works on the Philippines and Indonesia would involve
more work than the initial step of clearing out the titles on Tonkin and
Annam. But we are persuaded that the work involved in both changes is
warranted by the benefits that will result from making available to library
users a unified and logically-ordered collection of works on the history of
SoutheastAsia.
Every SoutheastAsian historian we have consulted about this proposal
has endorsed it heartily (the "every" does not represent a large number,
'"I therefore fully appreciate,
but they are unanimous). Dr. Benda said:
and support, your culTent endeavors to have the Dewey Decimal sy$tem
revised with a view to re-locating the Philippines." 8
The simplicity of the proposed change can be recognized at a glance
by consulting Appendix I and comparing the present headings with our
proposed revision. All of the present headings listed (except the one we
have bracketed) are included in the table of revised headings. The revision
also includes three further minor changes to be mentioned at once: (r)
that g5g.2 be vacated, (z) that works on the British Borneo colonies
(Brunei, Sarawak, North Borneo) be ransferred from the Indonesia to the
Malaya heading, (3) that West New Guinea be considered a part of Indonesia.While these are not essentialto our basic proposal, they would be
useful. Appendix II consistsof a set of tentative sub-headingsfor 959. Our
principal purpose in preparing them was to have them available for discussionand possiblerevision, if needed.
We recognize the need to respect the principle of "integrity of numbers" in Dewey to avoid the costs of reclassification. flowever, a seventeenth edition cannot avoid some relocation of subjects when there is "an
overwhelming need and demand."e IMe realize that since such relocation
"must be made sparingly," the need in each case must be carefully considered by the DC Committee.
Volume /, Number t, Winter tg6j

The need is real. Paradoxically, the academic unity of the area is ancl
will continue to be a firmer reality than the region itself. "southeast Asia,"
as an integral introductory course in Asian hiJtory is here to stay:

Our proposal to relate the Filipino and Indonesian archipelagoes
.
with mainland southeast Asia is also comparable with decisions'alre"ady
made in DC with respect to other islands and island. groups. Thus, the
Galdpagos rslands are iritluded with Ecuador, rather tf,utt i.t the pacific
ocearr rsla_nds.
Again, in the Atlantic ocean rsrands (gg7) onry a minimum
number of islands has been included. other islandiln the Atlantic are

categoriesare stressed'ascultural and social anthropology, material cul:
tye
applied ari, folk lore and folk art, prehistoric anihropology, and
-an$
physical anthropology.
Among the miscellaneous categories, concentration falls in the
3oo's
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and
with such topics as economics,lancl reform, social ethics, population'
the impact of modern technology. In
plements, music, and the dance can I
of New Guinea. In the 5oo's,geologY,
bibliographically. The goo'ssuggestg(
and Archeology) and 9r5 (GeograPh
(though biography has its own scherr
in the goo's are the history numbers
Ocean Islands, which are the princip
other divisions of the classification ar
Now that many large libraries in r
LC classification, we might assume
changes in Dewey wouli be large public libraries and medium-$ized libraries. Of these,the medium-sized li
collection of works on Southeast Asir
posed change is not too overwhelming
Moreover, the change we ProPos(
at any time later, since Southeast A
field of research, teaching, and PubJ
demic field in the United States,Sou
years old. But there is every reason to
study increase, libraries will be exp
very considerably. This will be espec
braries which must make materials
coursesin this field. It is quite possible that the collections of wprks on
Southeast Asia in most Airericin libraries will double in the riext ten
yearsor so.
It is obvious, consequently, that the sooner the need for this change is
recognized and acted upon, the light
Saint Louis University we are prese
our holdings on South and Southeasl
yet-completed survey has brought t<
which slightly less than half are dev
mate suggeststhat considerable less
would be affected by the change. B
and the amount of recataloging will grow also.
a
For the large public libraiy, a chunge of number in Dewey is not
of
position
the
clarifies
article
casual or unim"poitant decision. A recent
the Los Angeles County Public Library (bookstock of r,t7z'5za volumes
6ispersedthiough 93 branches,six mobiiibraries, and fifteen institutions).11
Th'rough u qneitiJtitraire on the subject of relocations of books resulting
fro- .iiurge, in the Dewey classification, this same library is able to summarize the"thinking of thirteen large public libraries: "We change to the
new classification r.,ihenthe numbei of titles is small; when the copies are
so few that they can be easily handled; and when the subject is a timely
one rhat pro-ir., to grow rapidly." All three conditions seem to apply
to the SoutheastAsia heading.
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we are further heartened by this article which stressesthe need for an
over-all re-evaluation of Dewey. Among the nine categorieslisted as needing change, three are applicaLre to hi"story or social"sciences.(we think
ir_.glally urgent need for revision of the headings for sluth Asia,
9h11"
rndia, Pakistan, ceylon, erc., and for southwest Asia.)""rn its
efiorts to
pacSwith political changes,the r6th edition is not always accurate in
f'eep
,.History
rts qoo classifications.,.^Aqai-n:
is separated from piehistory (goo
and 57r)" and again: "social werfare and social anthropologryare separaied
ant" (Los Angeles County public Li_
terial should be relocated when there
Ling it, even if only a partial shift of
may become as dead as the proverbial
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APPENDIX

I

Presenr DC
gbg
.r
.z
.B
.4
.5
.66

SoutheastAsia
Burma
Upper Burma
Thailand
Laos
Malaya

Proposed Revision
SoutheastAsia
Burma
lt.sl Upper Burma.
Classin g5g.r
.J
Thailand
-+ Laos

959

.l
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.6
.7
.8
.g

Cambodia
Vietnam (Cochin China)
Annam
Tonkin

.4

Indonesia
Philippine Islands

99r
gga

Sunda Islands

[gSS
.r

New Guinea (Papua) ]
Dutch (Netherlands)
New Guinea

.b
.6
.7
.8
.g

APPENDIX

l\{alaya
Cambodia
Viet-Nam
Philippines
Indonesia

II

Dewey Decimal Classification
Suggested Revision of g5g Southeast Asia, Incorporating
the Philippines and Indonesia from ggr.
g5g
.or
.o2
.o3
.o4

SoutheastAsia
Beginnings to rzoo A.D.
r2oo-r7oo
rTot-l9oo
r9or-

.l

Burma

.r r
.rz

Pyu kingdom,679?-8gz?;I\Ion kingdom, Szg-r797
Burman kingdoms: Pagan, ro44-t287; Toungoo, rb1r-r7b2; Konbaung
dynasty, r75z-r885; Burma [state] proper, r948
Shan kingdom, rz87-rggr; Federated Shan states; Shan state, 1948Arakan and Tenasserim
Myitkina and Bhamo districts, Naga hills, Chin special division, Kachin
state, r948Karenni states to 1948, Kayeh (Karenni) state, rg48- ; Karen state,
r954-

.r3
.r4
.r5
.16

tt.sl

UpperBurma
Classin 959.r

.g

Thailand

.gr
.ZZ
.35
.27
.39

Central valley
Continental Highlands
Khorat Plateau
Southeast coast
PeninsularThailand

.4

Laos

.4r
.42
'.49

Kingdom of Muong Swa, ?-r353,Lang Chang, r353-17oo
Vien Chang, rToo-r8e8
Kingdom of Luang Prabang, r7o7-
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.44

SoutheastAsia (cont.)

959
.5

Malaya, Malaysia, r963-

.5r
.52

.56

lVlalacca
Singapore
Federated Malay States (Perak, Selangor, Negri Sembilan, Pahang)
Unfederated Malav States (Johore, Kedah, Kelantan, Trengganu,
Perlis)
Penang, Dindings
British Borneo (Sarawak,Brunei, North Borneo)

-o

Cambodia

.7

Viet-Nam

.7r
.72
.72r
.jg
.7gr
.74
.74r
.7b

Champa, rg2-r47r
Tonkin
Hanoi
Annam
Hui
Cochinchina
Saigon
Islands: Paracel, Spratley, Poulo Condore, Phu Quoc

.8

Philippines

.8r
.8s
.83
.84
.85
.86
.8?
.8
.89

Luzon

..:)i'

.54
.J5

gbg
.g

Mindoro
Palawan
Visayas: Bohol, Cebu, X{asbate, Leyte, Samar, Panay, Negros
Mindanao, Basilan
Other islands. Sulu archipelago

SoutheastAsia (cont.)
Indonesia

.gor
.gos
.go3
.go4
.go5
.906
.

Kingdoms of Xieng Khouarrg and of Champassak

68

Indianized (Hindu and Buddhist) kingdoms, r3e-r5r6 A.D.
Muslim kingdoms, r5z6-1838
Portguesecolonization, r5rr-r64r
Dutchcolonization, rbgb-rjgg
English interim and Dutch colony, rygg-rg4b
National period
Li,brar^'t Resources d, Technical
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.9r
.92
.93
.94
.95
.96
.97
.98

Borneo (Kalimantan)
Celebes (Sulawesi)
I\4oluccas (N{olukka, Spice Islands)
Sumatra
Java and Madura
Bali
Other Lesser Sunda Islands: (Sumbawa, Sumba, Flores, Alor, Wetar,
Tanimbar, Aru, Ewab, Timor, including Portuguese Timor)
West New Guinea (Irian Barat, West Irian)

COMMENT

BY BENJAMIN

I

EDIro R'DE-wE
;i""TTi'":H'J::

IcArI oN

The authors show, by their criticism, that they appreciate the dilemmas
faced by an Editorial Office that must steer between "integrity of numbers" (wanted by most older and larger libraries) and "keeping pace with
knowledge" (wanted by most smaller and newer libraries).
Unfortunately, they overlook the fact that compromising the integrity
of numbers is a double concept, covering not only the relocation of a topic
from one number to another but also the re-use of a number with a new
meaning. These are vastly difierent in their effect. According to the editorial criteria established for the r6th and rTth editions of DC, topics may
be relocated (a) if there is an overwhelming need and demand, (b) if the
existing schedule cannot accommdate the literature for which it is intended, or (c) if the number of titles affected is very limited. None of these
is true of the proposed change, not even (c), because a change in the
geography schedulesaffects not only history and travel, not only the three
hundred or so numbers listed on p. 2g2r-2g24of the r6th edition, but the
entire classification,since virtually every number in the schedulesmay be
divided by form division og.
But the greater problem is that of re-use of numbers with new meanings, as is proposed for 959.8 and grg.g. One of the major values of Dewey
is as a sort of universal language in which, for example, 677 means textile
manufacture and neaer anything else. Perhaps a figure will illustrate the
difierence between relocation and re-use.John Bull may call it a "horse,"
Marianne La France a "cheval," and Heinz Deutsch a "Pferd," but each
can learn and understand that the others are referring to the same concept
as himself; this is like 776 in Edition r4 and 6Sb.Zzbin Edition rG both
referring to the concept of photolithography-a
relocation. But if the
to
"horse"
in
reference
an equine animal, by
used
is
by
people
word
some
others to a bovine animal, and by still others to a feline animal, no one
can be sure, on running acrossthe word, which meaning is intended; this
is like g5g.8 in Edition 16 meaning Annam and the same notation in Edition r7 meaning Philippines-a re-useof number.
Volume l, Nurnber r, Winter tgSj
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A further observation: under Burma, Thailand, Laos, and Cambodia
particularly there appears to be in the proposed schedulesa confusion be-

ALA

RULES

FOR

FILING

CATALOG

CARDS

The ALA Editorial committee has appointed a subcommittee to prepare a
new edition of ALA Rules f or Filing cinlog cards. Members of the subcommittee were selected with the cooperltion oithe cataloging and classification
Section, RTSD.
Pauline A. seely, supervisor, Technicar services, Denver public Librarv. is
the chairman who will also serye as editor for the revised Rules. The five oiher
members, representing various types and sizes of libraries, are: Mrs. orcena
i\4ahoney Peterson, Doralyn J. Hickey, claribel Sornmerville, catharine whitehorn, and Frances R. Lubovitz.
The subcommittee is not only to determine revisions needed for a new
edition of Filing Rules bur to decide on the advisability of preparing simplified
rules for small and medium-sized libraries. The subcommirtee plins its first
meeting at the r963 Midwinter Conference.
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ComputerProcessinof SerialRecords
Groncr VlovrN andMnrvn:t J' Vorcr
U niuer si'tyLib rary ; Devrn Nrwlrerl
and' Ct-nY PEnnY, ComPuter Center
Uniaersit\' of California' San Diego
La JoIIa, Calif '

rT.'HE USE OF ADVANCED DAT,
f in libtuty operation has been for
major computer efiorts have been
There has been little doubt for somt
utilized. for library records and proces

r as is known, no universitY or large
h such use.

is now operative fo'r a limited numDuring the second Year, records
added to the ?oo now contained i
outputs will be develoPed, comP^ut
cosi analyses and comParisons of t
will be made.
The availabilitY of an excellent
personnel located near the Library
iively small initial size of the Libr
carrying out the project and allowed
would have been difficult in a large
pansion of the LibrarY- during the
iutomatic data Processing can be
growth wiil also provide a r-ealtest for the system' ,, ----^:^^
Rapid
'serials
because
rather than'monographs were chosen'for this project
M' Adaanced Data Processr. Schultheiss, L. A., Culbertson, D' S', and Heiliger' E'
196z'
Press'
Scarecrow
N.
Y.,
Library.
Uniaersity
the
in
ing
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(t) serials,.proce_ssing
is laborious and. costly, (z) the resulting records,
using traditional methods, are difficult to use and are not ac&ssible to
library users except through a library staff member (in contrast to
monographs which are accessibleclirectly through the card catalog), (3)
serials are the most imporrant library materials in the sciencesandl'wiil
the present emphasis on science ut ucsl,
were most in need of immediate impro]/em€nt in records, and (4) the repetitive nature of successive
updatings of serial recordsprovides an appropiiate application of mechanization.
. Th. proiect was started in November, 196r. During the first months,
(r) the serials record sysrem was defined in the expliiit detail required
for mechanical operation, (z) scattered.records weri consoridated irrto u

Output and Input Elements
Since output requirements and design determine input data and
computer programs, rhesewere defined first. The following types of outpur
information were desired, with the highest priority given-io items one
and two:
Complete holdings lists of all serials.
Lists of currenr receipts of periodicals by location.
:)' Bindery lists of all serialsreceived unbound.
4 ' Claims lists for all serials.
Non-receiptlists for all serials.
6. Expiration of subscription lists for all purchased serials.
l

I

development of the computer program, it became necessary
.During
to include many intrinsic data elements. They include the following items:
currency of serial, serial identification number, class, number of issues
per volume, number of issues per year, regularity of appearance, day
of the month of last issue received for weekly and biweekiy serials, number of last issue of continuous issue numbers, and. mnemonic title.
Library Resourcesb Technical Seraices

Inter mediat e SerialsRe cord

fund from which purchased,and status.

magnetic taPe.
SerialsRecord"Procedtmesand Computer Outputs
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the utility of this mechanical record-keeping system.The brief mnemonic
titles that appear on the IBM cards of thi arrival file serve a two-fold
purpose. First, they permit the representation of a full title, regardlessof
length, to appear on a single rBM card, thus facilitating the "rapid correlation between received issue and the appropriate card in the arrival
file. secondl), they aid in alphabetizing the^input cards prior to updating.
The clerk, who checks in the serial, records receipt by puliing thie
proper card, prepunched by the computer, from the arrival files. These
cards are then utilized to produce daily or tri-weekly current receipt lists
and, at the end of the month, to updare the masrer magnetic tapi. The
latter process takes place at the sarne time that the caids for t-he next
month's arrival file are produced by the cornputer.
At p-resent,serials are also recorded manually in the central serials
record..Eventually this record will be discarded. by the end of
ry62/6g,
approximately all of the
3,ooo titles now in the central serials record.
should also be included in the compurer records system. Titles new
t^o th.e Library are added when they ire cataloged, normally when the
first issue arrives. Preparation of an intermecliaie serials record carcl is
part of the caraloging process.
One of the outputs desired, a non-receipt list, is obtained as a byproduct of
receipt and updating procedure. For regular periodicals,
th-e
cards remaini-ng in the arrival file ai the end of the hotrth represenr
issues which have not been received. These cards are used to sra* a
claims procedure. The separate arrival file for irregular publications is
checked as necessaryor could be sorted mechanically.
The current receipts list was initially intended for posting for the
benefit of library users. rr derives from fhe traditional typed iist which
is prepared daily in many libraries, especially in brancir^ or special libraries, and which shows all periodicali receivecl during a curient day.
rt is now evident that the currenr receipts list can be prepired by machine
as a by-product of the updating procedure and can-ahb be produced in
weekly and monthly cumulations which become supplements^to the complete holdings list. A sample of the current receipts-list is shown as Fig.
After the current receipts list is prepared, the cards are held for the
monthly_updating of
the magnetic tape conraining the complete serials
records. rBM cards which have been prepared foititles tt.,,ri to the system, for any back files added during the month, and for volumes added
t1t16"gh binding are added and processedby the computer at the same
time. The next arrival file is also produced at that time and a complete
holdings.list is printed if desired. f'he holdings list may be produced
by the high speed printer at r,ooo lines per minute in single copy, with
carbons, or on multilith masters; or through punched card output and
subsequent printing. An example of one pagb of this list is shown in
*. Holdings list! may also be produced by location or by subject.
Iiq.
when desired, the lists can be reproduced through multilith for distribution to faculty, various service points, or to other libraries.
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theselists will be produced on IBM cards.
Want lists und cluims lists for other than current issues have not
been produced, but can be developed easily from the present computer

Computer Equipment and Characteristics

cient operation.
Computer Programs

the computer. Programs p;eneratedin this fashion ale not necessarilyas
efficient is those *iitt.n intirely in machine coding but they can be deVolume /, Number t, Winter t96j
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veloped in a fraction of the time. Also, since the Fortran programming
system has been developed for many computers, this facilita?er ih. ,*" o]
the program on more than one .o-p,rte..
The Fortran programming
system also facilitates the maintenance and documentation foi the com-puter programs.
existing computer program for processing the serials records will
, fh"
b.e improved to allow simultaieous input op"ruiiorm and output operations during_the processingof the seriais records. It is expected thut bn.e
this parallel processing system is incorporated in trre serials records
programs, significant compurer time savingi will be efiected.
Numerous conferences between library and computer personnel on
this project made it evident that the finai system must be versatile and
regenerative, thus reducing hancl operations to a minimum. careful
analysis of the problem indicated that the compurer program should be
capable of automatic handling of any possible iituatibn bf updating no
matter trow unlikely its occurrence, since updating of serial reiords is the
prime function of the comuuter program. Thir ui.o.tnts fo r, in part, the
length of the entire LIBRARY progtam, approximately z,Zoo Forrran
instructions. Every conceivable lioldings statlment and, eviry possible
modification or combination of modificitions had to be taken into consideration.
The basic mode of manipulation of updating holdings informarion
and volume groups is a complex operation and no lengthy,explanation of
it will be made here. It was decided to use symbolic clelineatori to separare
the variableJength information fields within the holcling statement. This
has proven to be an extremely useful concept in that thi only restriction
on the total serial record length is the presiribed
4go characters.
Fig. g illustrates rhe flow of data ro and from the computer during
operation.
The computer programs for processing the serials record were developed in subprogram unirs. The main program, which controls the
primary sequencing of execution of the subprograms, contains about
rz5 Fortran instructions. Each of the subprograms performs a special
function, such as classification o[ updating information, updating a
holding, regrouping holding information to eliminate redundancies,
compressing information for intermediate storage, and expanding information for printec.llists.
Cost of Operation
The costs of present procedures and outputs are under study at this
time. clerical costs of handling current receipts and posting other additions have not been determined but would appear to be no higher than
for traditional systems.The computer cost of monthly updating of the
magnetic tape containing the serial holding records, including the cost of
producing the IIIM output cards used for checking in the periodicals
and for preparation of the revised,up-to-datetape is estimated at $ro to
$rz per month for rooo titles. with some refinements,it is believed that
.16
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this computer cost can be reduced to about $? to $g Per month for rooo
titles.
The machine cost of preparing a new complete holdings ljst is now
about $r5 per rooo titles. Refin.-etttt in this Program may bring this

inconvenience to users.
The cost of computer preparation of the daily or tri-weekly receipt
lists is approximately $3 wherrproduced from a master tape with records
for 7oo ieriats. Consideiably longer lists could be produced at little additional cost.
Summary
The system which has been developed for processing serial records
requires a high speedcomputer with large memory and magnetic tapes for
economical operations. Economical operations could also be achieved with
computers with smaller memories and slower magnetic tapes if the exceptional casesfor updating holdings statements were Processed,in part,
manually. The most important phasesof the first year of the project for
developing the processing system were (r) the defrnition of the system
requirements in explicit detail for mechanical operation, and (z) the
adoption of the regenerative processessuch as the use of the arrival file
containing computer prepared cards. From the experience to date it is apparent that the system which has been developed and is now becoming
bperational will be efficient and will provide more and more timely
information for the library's serial records and for library users.
The system now in operation will be modified as well as expanded.
Since this is the first computer program known to the authors to be
written for this type of library operation, it is certain that changes and
improvements will be incorporated for some time to come. While other
libiaries will probably not wish to use rhe system exactly as developed at
UCSD, computer programs in use here should be valuable to programmers formuliting similar systems.A listing of the Fortran program in its
latest form is available at cost from the UCSD Library.
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A Short-Title
CatalogMadewith IBM
Tabulating
Equipment
PHvr,r,rsA. RrcniuoNo, SuPetaisor
ScienceLibrari'es, Riaer CamPus
(Iniuersity of Rochester,Rochester,N. Y.

The Problem
T) ECENTLY THE UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER established several departmental litrraries in science and engineering in answer to
ll,
a need for better library facilities to support its academic expansion. Each
of these libraries is an entity, with its own standard card catalog. While
these catalogs were being made, the faculty and students had to use a
temporary file arranged by author and a serial list posted on a convenient
stack.
The lack of a catalog was a severe handicap to the librarians. The
faculty and students survived fairly well, probably becauseneither group
really knows how to make effective use of a catalog. In fact, the faculty in
each library were so accustomed to getting along without a catalog that
when one was finally completed, they did not use it.
This was apparent from a steady stream of orders for books already
in the library. In addition, books which the library had never owned were
frequently assigned for reserve reading, to the distress of student and
librlrian alike. Since the faculty did not come to the catalog, it seemed
logical to devisesomeway of taking the catalog to the faculty.
The Remedy
The problems arising from ineffectual use of the card catalog became
quite expensive. By the time a duplicate order was caught, for example,
a considerable proportion of the acquisition procedure may have taken
place. In some cases,duplication was not discovered in time to cancel
the order. The waste in expensive personnel time also was taken into
account. To choke off duplicate orders at their source, it was decided to
make a short-title printed catalog from standard 8o column IBM cards
and give a copy to each faculty member to keep in his office.The punched
card form was chosen because,in the long run, this could be more readily
updated.
As time went on, another practical reason for having some arrangement other than a standard card catalog for listing library holdings
Volume 7, Number t, Winter t953
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became apparent. The students and faculty, and particularly the library
committee chairmen involved in book selection. wanted to know what

Stepsto Create a Printed Catalog
The University of Rochester has borh a Computing Center and a Tab-these
ulating center. consultation with the staffs of
centers determined
that a short-title catalog on rBM car<Iswas a tabulating job. This was
a financial relief, because the rBM 4o7 tabulator time co,rld be rented by
the l,ibrary for $7.5o an hour, whereas the IBM
7o7o computer costs at
least$roo an hour.

Keypunching was begun, using a student assistant for two hours each

The copy from the tabulator was sent to the Print Shop to be reduced, reproduced, and bound. The cost of printing made it necessary
to eliminate the subject listing as originally planned, but several copies
were made on the tabulator, and put in pamphlet binders to serve anyone
who needed them. As it turned out, the demand has not been great enough
to justify the cost of printing. On the other hand, a separare periodical
listing, which was also omitted as an economy, is in great demand and will
be included in the next edition. The first catalog covered the contents
of the Engineering Library to January r, 1962. Ir was run off, printed,
bound, and distributed within a month of the cut-off date. Fisure r shows
a sample page.

8z
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Procedure

deck for periodicals. These were printed in the interpreter in such a way
that the author's name came first in the deck arranged by author, title

and are ready to run again after updating with new accessionsadded since
the last printing.
The^one-1ine, 8o-column entry affords great economy in listing and
is easy to read. The call number consists solely of the classification number; the book number is omitted because the classification number will
get the reader to the correct shelf and he can find his book there in alphlbetical order. The systemis very successfulwith Library of Congressclassification numbers since almost all such numbers can be expressedwithin
ten columns, always reserving column 7 for the decimal dividing classification from subdivision. In the rare casesof a decimal number with
a subd.ivision,i.e., TK787z.5.Azg, the subdivision was omitted. In actual
practice, all classification numbers were completed in ten columns, and
ihe programmer used column r r for control in the final running.
the ttu-es of most. authors fitted into the twenty-one column allotment withoqt difficulty. Corporate entries, however, had to be abbreviated, and a special list of abbreviations (Fig. 2) was included as some
of the abbreviations, especially conferences and symposia, were not
* Vertanes, Charles A. "Automation raPs at the door of the library catalog," Speci'al
Libraries, v.bz, pp. zg7-42 Qg6r). Dr. Vertanes' LILCO catalog may be borrowed from
the SLA Loan Collection, School of Library Science, Western Reserve University,
Cleveland 6, Ohio.
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The date of publication is an aid to identifying the book. In some
rare cases, this was the only difierence between identical titles. Few
rgth century books are found in scientific libraries, therefore only zoth
century book dates are distinguished. Books published prior to rgoo
(code date oo) were given the code number fts; books with no date
received ND, and monographic continuations still in the processof being
-been
published, MC. Monographic continuations which have
completed
were given the earliest publication date. where difierent editioni of a

titles, both to savespaceand to avoid filing difficulties.
Abbreviations had to be standardized. The first word in a title
was never abbreviated. The first word in an abbreviated form of a
corporate entry always had to be identical with the first word in the
Library of congress enrry so that the item would be retrievable in a
standard card catalog, even though in some instances a difierent abbreviation would have made it easier to recognize the organization. Great
care was taken to ensure that the printed catalog rnirrored the form of
entry in ane).otganization of the card cataTog,since there was no intention of divorcing the two.
Special Conditions : F iling

author entry, and author in a title or added entry. In teaching new
personnel to fiIe, one points out the physical posiiion of the virious
entries on a unit card and indicates filing order among them. Then there
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ignored,
are a whole collection of special conditions: certain words are
are
initialisms
vernacular,
in
the
out
if
qpelled
as
numbers are treated
largely
is
filed before words in a letter class, etc', etc' One thinks filing
sorts
i"tt.r-Uy-t.tter until one uses a sorting machine, which actually
letter-by-letter.
-from righ-t
UuJnin. filing is strictly letter-by-letter. The sorter sorts
Blank
right'
to
left
order,
in
readingfinal'result
the
,o i"i, to producE
the
one
picks
columns file before columns which ure pttttihtd, because
entries
title
that
means
cards from the pockets from right to leit., This
they re'
come before urriho. enffies. Nuinbers fi1e before letters, because
Initial'
two.
take
letters
whereas
machine,
the
pass
through
quire only one
from the
separated
are
Mac's
the
spelled:
they"are
ur
ir"u.iti
i*r"nf"
filed exactly
Mc's, and IRE iomes beiween Ilaz and.Irea. Abbreviations are
repre-sent'
they
words
the
with
as spelled and not nec€ssarilyinterfiled
listing by
The sorter will normally get words into good alphabetical
necesis
not
sorting only 4 or 5 columni of tne author or title fields' It
with
card
any
IBM
file
to
,uty oiderii"6l. tJro.t all the columns. In order
secondary
the
for
sort
one
must
two fields, such as author and title,
cards' but
field first. One could file by hand, as with ordinary catalog
machines'
jam
the
IBM cards are delicate ancl if nicked or dented will
Therefore they should not be har
When one has made a machine sort
field, the whole must be Printed out
areas where library and machine fili
from the printed coPY at this stag
uniformity in entry, a factor which
sorted.
sorting' The
Figrrr., 3 and 4 show samples-of unrevised machine
sort in
double
A
authoi listiig €ig.- 3) was so,ied {or c-olumns 12-16'
the
under
handsorting
require
the column ord'", ,g:i7, rz-16 woulcl still
title
The
file'
a
perfectiibrury,style
make
letters E, G, R, and"t to
This then,has to-be handlisting (FiS.
+) was sorted for columris 33-37'
-p.oa".e
library-style filing' The cards in botfi cases were
,o.t"i io
from
iln shelf list order, since tliey were keypunched directly
"riti""[y
the shelf list.
Results
The immediate results of the
apparent. The ordering of books a
ciised. Books not in the library arr
The faculty in the libraries which
asking rvhen theY will have them.
research libraries have increased. !
list of scientific periodicals in the
satisfied, complete with holdings fr
making short title catalogs is finis
being made in the interim'
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Equipment and. Costs
The machines used to make the short title printed catalog were:
Keypunch
IBM oz6

Reproducer

IBM 5r9

Interpreter
IBM 557
Sorter
IBM o8z
Tabulator
IBM 4o7
The cost of the Engineering Library catalog was:
Tabulating Center charges
Rental:
keypunch
$ ZZ zS
lnterpreter
9.oo
reproducer
9 oo
sorter
23 25
tabulator
27.2s
g
Card stock
4o
Paper
2 oo
Advice and assistance
.5o oo
.S 206 65
Library
Labor costs,.student and staff
252 ro
Print Shop
Printing and publishing roo copies
279 oo

Total

.

8(i

Library

$ 737 7:.,
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Editingthe Union List of Serials*
EoNn BnowN Trrus, Editor
(Jnion List of Serials,jd edition
Library of Congress

TO THE PERIOD covered by the following account of the
DRIOI{
f preparation of the third edition of the Union List of Serials, action
was taken to establish a long range program for the Joint Committee on
the Union List of Serials. To carry out this program, the Committee was
incorporated in the District of Columbia on December $, ry57, with the
following stated purposes:
"The particular businessand objects of said corporation shall be (a) to
establish and maintain bibliographical tools describing and locating
the serials resourcesof North American libraries and (b) to that end
to plan and recommend cooperative action on the part of libraries and
library associationswhich will assurethe maintenance and strengthening of theseserial resources."
During the following year plans were completed, and in February 1969
the Committee announced in the professional press that the third edition
of the Union List of Serials would be published. Plans were to incorporate
into it the titles and holdings in the second edition and its two supplements, all in one alphabet. To this more useful arrangement would be
added a substantial amount of new material, perhaps ro-r6,000 new pre.
rg5o titles, new locations, and bibliographical changes in old entries.
New Serial Titles covering post-lg4g titles would be the continuing sup-'
plement to thi Union Lii o1 Srriilt. The third edition would therefoie
be the last (Jnion List of Serials.
On May 29, rgbg, the Council on Library Resourcesapproved a grant
of $244,65r to the Joint Committee for the editing of a third edition. At a
meeting of the Committee on June 2b, rgbg, the selection and appointment of an operating staff for the project was delegated to the Library of
Congress.The Project Office became operational on August 24, rg5g, with
the appointment of the Editor.
The Office is attached directly to the Processing Department, whose
director, John Cronin, is the Library of Congress representative to the
Joint Committee. Quarters were assigned in the stacks in the center of
the second floor annex, with no outside light and almost no ventilation.
The office was adjacent to the Serial Record, however, and on the same
* Revision of a paper read to thc New York Technical

Services Librarians,

3o, r96:.
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floor as the official catalog and the reference collection of the Descriptive
Cataloging Division. On December gr, 196r, the office was moved from
the stacks to an outside corner of the annex with windows, north and
west, and ventilators. These quarters, which seemed so ample at first, became crowded with the arrival of z3 casesof 35 drawers each for the
storageof the mounted boards.
During September and October tg5g a staff was recruited, robbing the
Library of Congressin some instances, and, with some exceptions, there
was gathered together a gaoup with serials experience of some sort. Because the appointments were "indefinite," newcomers to the Library of
Congress began trying almost as soon as appointed to secure jobs with
permanent status; and there was considerable turnover. Those from the
Processing Department staff were safeguarded with liens on their permanent positions. During the Summer and Fall of 196o foreign language
experts from the Descriptive Cataloging Division assistedin the editing
of Hebrew, Yiddish, Greek, Hungarian, Finnish, and Roumanian titles
on an over-time basis.
In November rgbg a Prospectus, Union List of Serials, Third Edition,
with an accompanying letter was mailed to all those libraries which had
participated in the second edition and the two supplements and those
which contribute to, or subscribe to, Neu Serial Titles: a total of r;gg.
The letter invited participation in the project, and the Prospectus outlined the scope of the third edition (the same as that of the second edition) and stated the ways in which all libraries could cooperate. By June
go,8Zb American and Canadian libraries had announced their willingness
to record holdings in a checking edition. Of the large libraries, only the
New York Public Library and the Harvard University Library did not do
this checking.
To locate pre-lg5o titles which had not been included in the second
edition and the two supplements, the Joint Committee directed that all
cards for serial entries (except those entered under official heading) be
removed from the National Union Catalog. This phase of the work was
completed between September rgrg and January 196o with the removal
of some 35e,ooocards.
Meanwhile some gb,ooo reports from cooperating libraries submitted
directly for the Union Listhad, been selectedas being within the scope of,
and appropriate for, the third edition. Before November r, tg6o, the cutoff date for the acceptanceof reports for processing,an additional roo,ooo
entries were received for examination as to their appropriateness. When
these titles, together with those from the Union Catalog, had been selected
as within the scopeof the UZS, they were searchedby searchersand cataloging-editors to locate titles new to the second edition and the two supplements, additional locations, and bibliographical changes.
With the completion of the searching process and the final selection
of titles, and with review by Wyllis Wright of the Joint Committee, the
editing processgot under way. This process included examination of all
reports on each title and searching against the official catalog of the
.92
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tools in an
Library of Congressand any other appropriate bibliographical
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complete
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up-to-date'
thtt
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could be
endry with necessarycross'refererrcesfor the checking edition
'prepared.
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and
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edition'
third
to
the
added
be
to
titles
all
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in the new edition.
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All new enrries for insertion were typed. on cards, arphabeticaly
arranged in three files:
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supplement which fell within the alphabetical span of the first. column.
nntiies through to column 6 similarily fell within the alphabetical span
of column r. Data in the last two columns (generally added locations
and relocated holclings) were to be adcleclby the Editor in the final editing
process.
^
The following are some of the steps involved in the final editing:
(r) It is known, by actual count, that there are 265,000 entries to
adjust. Enrries from the rst and znd supplements, checking edition, the
bibliographical changes and new cross telerences must be filed into the

heading usually requires typing a new entry.
"In
changes, all reported locations and
the iasetf bibiibgriphical
(A)
-previous
alphabetical location, must be
holi'ings, regardless of thelr
moved to thE board where the new title is mounted in its proper alpha-

change is or was made.
(il A"y discrepancies arising frorn interfiling new titles and their
cross references with the old titles and references will have to be resolved. "See" referencesmay have to be changed to "See also," etc., etc'
(6) Because the rst Supplement is made up to a large extent of zd
edition entries with added locations, it is planned to transfer these
locarions in manuscript to the holdings listed in the zd edition. The
whole entry in the rit Supplement can then be crossed out and one

a title or group of titles in alphabetical sequenceis more than gt/4 inches
in length, two or more numbers must be assigned to the span.' If there
is more than a single entry in an exposure, these entries must be bracketed
together.
Spring of r965 is fixed as publication date, providing final-editing in
Washingion and photography and printing in England proceed according
to the presently-proposedschedule.
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Centralizedas.Decentra
lizedSerials
Handling,A Review

JoHN B. CoRnrN,Acquisitions Li,brarian
Arlington St,ateCollege, Arlington, Texas

N. Hartje,^ir
regognized the lack of agreemenr among
.George
1g-bt,
writers on the role of serial publicitions in the unirrer"sitylibrary and
found no clear trend towards centralization of serials activities. He
further stated, however, that "practically all agree with Gab,le on the
desirability and feasibility of setting.,p u'repu.u6 serials deparrmenr and
upon the general principles involved.,'r
Perhaps the most thorough and useful discussion of the role of a
serials department in the library's organizational srructure is in Andrew
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D. Osborn's Serial Publications, published in 1955. In this volume,
Osborn listed. arguments for and a[ainst centralized serials d€partments,
and he documerited his statementJ with references to litrraries utilizing
such organizational structures. He did not advocate a single method of
organizition but rather stated that "it is diffrcult to lay down hard and
fast rules for the location of serialsfunctions."6
In 196r, Gloria Whetstone found, as the result of a survey, that of
sixteen iarge college and university lib,raries, six had separate serials depurt-"rrtr,"ttine hid separately-administered serials units as divisions of
iu.g.t departments, utt^d o.t" had the responsibility for serials divided
between its cataloging and acquisitions departments.T None were comdecentralized.
pletely
'
G.y R. Lyle, in his standard rext on the administration of a college
Iibrary, has aiso stated some pros and cons of centralized serials depart-"ntr.* Furthermore, he proposed a compromise organization based on
a combination of methoas. gis plan provides for a maximum integration
of technical processeswhile reiaining many of the advantages claimed
for complete serial decentt alization.
Several other articles and texts mention the problem of centralized
us. decentralized serials, but all of them Passon quickly to other phases
of serials work without adding anything of value to the arguments'
Following is a summary of the findings "for" and "against" a centralized serials department. The writer or writers advocating each argument are indicated in parentheses.
"Fon' CrlNrnet.tznoSnmers DEpentN[ENt
r. A centralized serialsdepartment is a measure'of economy because:
a. Work may be more emciently and easily done where records are
kept (Gable)
b. \\Lork may be done by trained serials workers (Gable; Rothman
and Ditzion)
c. Fewer assistantscan do the work in a centralized department
than would, otherwise be required since assignmentscan be adjusted as needs vary (Rothman; Rothman and Ditzion)
d. Possibility of error or duplication of material can be eliminated
because tire same personi handle all necessary records (Gable;
Rothman)
e. Service to the public is greatly improved (Gable; Lyle; Wilson
and Tauber;e Ulrich)
z. Serial routines are centralized and simplified (Rothman; ulrich;
Wilson and Tauber)
g. Serials records are not duplicated (Gable; Rothman and Ditzion;
Ulrich; Lyle)
4. Over-departmentalization can not apPear (Gable)
5. Departmental bias is eliminated (Rothman and Ditzion)
g7
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6. Acquisition and processing of seriars is speeded.up when acriviries
are centralized (Gable; Rothman and.Ditz-ion)
7. No time is wasted on cross-consultationbetween departments (osborn)
8' snags,.which perforce rnusr be delayed on their way to the shelves,
can still be made readiry available to those who require their use
(Rothman)
"AcarNsr" CnNrnettzno SrnrRr,sDr,paRlurNt
r' A centralized serials department is expensive (Lyle; wilson
and
Tauber)
z' Physical conditions have to be right before division can be
made
(LyIe)
3. Use of serials and non-serials overlap in significanr respecrs (LyIe)
a. Reference librarians do not make distinctions between material
on the basisof form (IMilson and Tauber)
b. AII reference service should be under the reference department
(Lyle)
4. Cataloging of serials and non-serials overlap:

a. Shipments often are combined serials and books (Osborn)
b. concentration of financial accounts in one department is more
efficient and desirable (Lyte)
7. Receiving and checking in current periodicals in a periodicals room
weakens over-all
ac-quisitions program: current periodicals
.serials
may receive special attention but other serials may be relatively
neglected (Osborn)
From the arguments enumeratecl above, several general conclusions
can
be made:
r. Library literature contains Iittle on the subject of the administration
and role of serials in college and university libraries; what has been
written is divided more or less evenly between centralized and decentr ali zed departmen ts
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a. During the r93o's, what was written on the subject advocated a
a strong centralized serials department
b. By the middle r94o's, strong advocation either way had disappeared and good arguments for both types of organization were
presented,with little or no favoritism for one tyPe over the other
Many of the arguments listed above can be changed from one side
to the other and still can seemto be valid
It is unclear whether some writers are referring to the geographical
J'
centralization of serials functions in a library system of several
branches or departments, to the centralizatian of serials functions
into one "self-contained" unit within the organizational structure in
a library with no branches or subject departments, or to the centralization of the technical services connected u'ith serial publications only. These distinctions, while difficult to grasp, are important
when considering an opinion of a writer
4. Whether a library centralizes or decentralizes its serials functions
apparently depends to a large degree on the background and personal opinions of the librarian and on the particular library and its
objectives,staff, physical lay out, etc.
I
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BnnsaRAWrsrsv. Chairman
Council of Regional Groups

INCE THIS IS BEING WRITTEN
in October just as the activities
of the Regional Groups are beginning, there ire few meetings to

reporr.
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Kraulis cautioned that cost studies be made before assuming that centralized cataloging is the answer in a meffopolitan area.
The Resources and Technical Services Section of the Connecticut
Library Association at its meeting in May heard John Peckham, Meriden
Gravure Company, outline briefly the history of printing in the western
world, illustrate three types of printing, and talk on the work of his
firm.
The Southern California Technical ProcessesGroup met in June.
Martha Boaz, University of Southern California, explained the public
library development program and urged support for state aid. Melvin
Voigt, University of California, La Jolla, described the development of
and cooperation between the libraries of the various camPuses of the
University of California and specifically some of the ideas being used
at his library.

IN
DURABILITY

THE

MAII,

OF CATALOG CARDS

The review of. The Permanence and Durability of Library Catalog Card's
(ZR?l.S, Summer r96z) has raised a number of issueswhich require clarification.
Professor Shoemaker lists two conclusions of this study which, according to his
view, are self-evident. One of these was the statement that: "roo Per cent cotton
rag stock may be less durable than strong chemical wood fibers, if the rag stock
has a low pH." While it is true that this might have been predicted on the basis
of previous knowledge, it is also true that prior to August 196o, no such strong
chemical wood fiber stock as that tested in this prog'ram had ever been manufactured. Inasrnuch as high rag content stock has long been considered the most
durable type of paper for archival record purposes as well as for catalog card
use, Mr. Barrow and the Library Technology Project would have been remiss
indeed if the report had onlv stated that no comParative evaluation of strong
chemical wood fiber stock and roo per cent cotton rag stocks had been made becausethe results were self-evident.
Professor Shoemaker also believes it is self-evident that "cards of less strength
may be used in a catalog having moderate, not heavy use." Standing alone
this does indeed appear to be a weak conclusion, but the reviewer fails to
point out that it is merely an introductory sentence to a sPecificrecommendation
which reads "It is tentatively recommended that such a stock should have a folding endurance of 5oo folds in the diagonal direction and a tear resistance of soo
grams or more in the weakest direction."
In response to the reviewer's objection that the study did not discuss the
soiling of catalog cards, which seems to hirn to be "the major cause of the
necessityfor replacement," it need only be pointed out here that the study was
not addressed to the causes for which catalog cards were replaced, but rather to
the task of evaluating those factors which can be used to determine the durability and perrnanence of catalog cards. Soiling per se is not orl'e of those factors.
It is certainly a problem for the librarian, but the statement that soiling is the
major problem is open to seriousquestion.
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REVIEWIIR,S

RESPONSE

The Editor has kindly let me have a copy of Mr. poole's objections to my
review and allowed me some space for a reply.
As to the first objection, it seems to me that rag stock with a low pH
r02
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given the
could not be other than weaker than wood fibers with a high pH,
But
of-papers'
durability
the
on
knowledge we have of the efiect of acidity
tests conMr. Pooie is right that this should have been tested, as it was' The
with a high
firmed the belief that rag stock is best, but it must be rag stock
pH.
and permaI'm afraid I must still insist that soiling is a part of durability
consumer of
of
the
view
of
point
the
from
*ti,r.n
The
wus
,eoie*
nence.
must be
catalog card stock, which is perhaps too pra&ical a viewpoint' If a.card
in
catalog
the
usefulness
as
far
so
nor
durable,
p.rrrruln.rrt
replacid, it is neither
is ioncerned, even though engraved on stainlesssteel'
I had no objection in the review t<
currently available and in use in libral
samples were not identified by brand n
identifving one brand' on Page seven
that ali oih"tt utt in the "Brand X"
Library Technology Project will make
Why the secrecy' now that the card
request'
the information available only on
re-tested?
been
stocks have
Finally, Mr. Poole has said nothing
cation, which is its form. The usual mt
library world will have it readily access
not in a pamphlet of 48 pages,of whicl
two.-Riihard H. Shoemaket, Prof essor
(Jniversity, New Brunswick, N. J.
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Wanted'A TrueUnit Card!
RrcHeno J. Hvlrax
PauI KlaPPer Library
Y'
Queens CoIIege, Flushing, N'

MANN HAS DEFINED the unit card as one "which,
ll fARGARET
wtten
duplicated
without change of form, can serve not only as an
fll
author card, but also as a subject, title, or added entry card." 1
Is ir a mere quibb,le to cliim that she has described a nonexistent fact?
Surely, the unit changes form if we must superimpose a new top line for
every card in the set i*.ept one-and someiimes for that one also if, for
example,authorship is discoveredor revised.
fb this there aie quick answers: By "form" we mean the main body
of the card. Merely adding a top line does not alter this constant. In fact,
.,additional" lines ate-derived from the body of the card only. Under
the
present rules we are even spared finding birth or death dates unless we
have an embarrassingconflict.
True, there is inconvenience and expense in retyping a set even partially, but this is infinitely easier than pieparing a different form of card
for each kind of entry, as was done in the manuscript card era. Further'
more, we well know we should be looking for some method to eliminate
the retyping of unit cards. The CLR hal concerned itself with a photographii solition and, of course, the H. W. Wilson Company can supply
set of unit cards
["6U. ancl.school libraries with a c<lmpletelypre-printed
iot ,ruty books. Perhaps L.C. should-follow Wilson on a grander scale'
Anyhow, how can u rnii.t entry card at the same time be an added entry
card?
Admitting all this, let us agree for argument's sake that here is at least
a matter of piinciple, academically sterile as it may aPPear,and seewhere
our discussionmay lead.
Is it not, to start with, a strange practice to redo manually a,basic unit
already containing all the inforriation required for its multiple aqqfica;
tion? If only as an"intellectual challenge, ure *e not Professionally obliged
to seeka truly unitary card?
what feasible solutions, then, can be advanced to this problem of one
card to provide all the cataloger's rubrics: author, title, subject, series,
editor, eic.? It is, surprisingly, not diffrcult to imagine many kinds of true
unit cards although they may, unforuntately, be more ingenious than
practical. we can, as an'example, put on one card, sense-markedor periorated or edge-notched,all the desiriptive, classification,and subject data
' ro5
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title, and those frequently at different times. Becauseof the latter condioffset
tion, we could noi prini each subject heading with.a different
.,rubr'icated" cards work best in a catalog-which already
These
plate."u
'h"s
.urds with subject headings or which is supplied with new raised
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one
and one proof-reading are required to obtain any number of
-typing
catalogcards..."11

Perhaps different short-cut unit cards are lurking in the professional
literature or not recorded at all.

.

ro8
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and last
true unit card musr be a logical product if at all possible,but first
it must be an effective means of communication'
How can we approach this goal? \4/e can begin-by-agreeing that we
be used
never wanr on theibp line any p'ortion of the text which will not
can,
description
the
of
portion
This.
heading.
.rrt.y
oi
as a filing medium
appear
ever
of
it
will
None
line.
the
top
immobilized'below
be
therefore]
elsewhere on the card.

n

As can be seen, even the sides might be utilized for non-fixed data'
The block identifying our individual unit card could be checked or
made
circlecl or underlinea ft i" any way marked for the eye' It-would. be
guide
by
information
clear (perhaps by a printed ,roi" ott the unit card or
cards in
.ards \r, ttre catatog that there are for this work additional unit
Volume I, Number t, Winter t96j
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We could end up, after all our
-redesigning, with only a gg_and_44/
roo/o,-pure unit card since we might
-calr stif be makrttg .ilu.tgJi thouglr
number , after ?rr. .urE arrive in
ler9ly a set of check marks or our
the library. Tho_ugh we wourd not achieve our abstract
goar of one card.
per book, we would indubitably be closer to Miss Mann's xcard
duplicated
without. change of form"' The important point, in
any case, is not the
mechanics of duplication but the ahequacy'with which
our unit. card furfills its semantic function.
Librarians may rightry prorest that so unorthodox
a standard format
making one's own cards though large coltege
Rrevent
:::,i^:::f,1et!ll
ano
research lrbraries could continue their format ror ill
woiks or for
.
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those unavailable on the new cards. But is it not true that inevitably we
are moving towards cooperative-centralizedcataloging for even the most
special items, and it is preeminently a centralized-cooperative agency
which is suited to plan, print, and distribute a new unit card? At a time
when American library scienceis grappling conscientiously with the problem of fantastically proliferating information, we should not hesitate to
search for practical methods of control, no matter how strange they may
at first appear, as long as they rest on sound and consistent principles.
The unit card as a means of bibliographic organization and control becomes more significant as suspicion grows that classified arrangement of
books on shelvesis losing its usefulness.laCertainly an approach to a true
unit card, not necessarilyin any of the forms suggestedhere, is as worthy
of institutional support as other desirable efforts to find a speedy and
economic way of reproducing what is not an authentic unit card, efiorts
which may only perpetuate a misdirection.
Twenty years ago Margaret Mann was quoting a statement of Charles
Martel made almost twenty years before that: "The most wanted laborsaving device in the business of making catalogs has not yet been found
. . . a relatively cheap process of reproduction . . . When we have that
process,one of the most serious problems will have been solved." 15 If we
are even now concerned with that problem, should we not, Iike the experimental scientist, begin to wonder if our answer may not be satisfactory
becausewe are not asking the right question? After a true unit card were
developed and eventually accepted-no mean prospect!-we would no
doubt realize many savings in processing time and expense but, more
significant, we would be reafErming our professional duty to create and
maintain an effective means of accessfor the reader to the corpus of accumulated knowledge of which we librarians are the custodians and
sometimesperforce the only interpreters. The unit card may in the future
disappear, but for the present it is our responsibility. The patron reading a
true unit card would at once see and understand clearly the significance
of the individual work or group of works in all the coordinate aspectsof
its nature as presented for him in precise graphic form. Nothing less than
a radical redesign based on a thoroughgoing reappraisal of the unit card's
role can bring us closer to this ideal.

and, the classi.ficati'onof Books. zd
r. Mann, Margaret. Introductionr;;;
ed. Chicago, ALA, r943. p. ro5.
q. Barden, W. A. "ASifIA's Retrieval System: an Interim Appraisal." ASLIB Pro. ct., r96r.
c e e d i n g s ,r g : z 6 g - 2 7 9 O
Dunlop, W. W. "Implementing Automation in ASTIA." Sci-Tech News, 14:73'74.
Fall, 196o.
Heald, J. H. "User Effects of ASTIA Automation;' Sci-Tech News, 14:6-7. Spdng,
rg6o.
3. Mann, op. cit., p. 2r4-rb.
a Special Library Art Transforms a General University
4. Farley, Earl. "Rubrication:
Catalog." Special Librari,es, g3:ggo-gr. July-August, r962.
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5. Letter from Mr. Farley to writer.
6. Fatley, op. cit.
?. Letter from Mr. Berthold to writer.

"Alternatives
for the present Dictionary
Card Catalog.,, (In Randall,
william
M., ed. The acquisition and, cataroging of Books.
university of Chicago
Press, rg4o. p. r33-6e.)
i,stack
t4. Dubester, Henry
Use of a Research Library.,, AI-A Bulletin,
J.
bb:8gr-g3.
Nov., 196r.
op cit. (,,Alternatives . . .,,), p. r5o_52.
f._ider,
r5. Mann, oF. cit., p. zz6.
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Classification
Relpn R. Suew, Professor
Graduate School of LibrarY Seruice
Rutgers-T he State U niuersitY
New Brunswich,N' J'
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to be logical by,its propo_nenrsand has problems of hospitality in provlsron for new classesand subclasses.Th-e synthetic scheire attemprs ro
avoid this problem by providing some simpres which can be combined in
varrous torms ro create concepts of varying degrees of complexity. This
latter. is exemplified. by the Ranganathatr coron classification ind by
Mortimer Taube's original version-of coordinate indexing.
Unfortunately, this is an oversimprification becausJ it is armost impossible to find a system that is either completely hierarchical or com_
pletely- synthetic and almost_any of the hierarchicar schemes,including
even the simple Dewey Decimar classification, have synthetic numberi
such as form numbers which can be applied to any poini in the hierarchical structure. similarly, systemsof simpies which .u" r. added, subtracted,
multiplied and divided, in theory, td creute ideas of any degr:eeof complexity do have structured orders and must have structured. 6rders of
arrangement of these simple concepts and therefore do become hierarchical
in a senseat least. so, for e*umpie, we find the ljniversial Decimal
classification system which is an offshoot of Dewey can by means of colons,
dashes, quotation marks, etc., combine any number of the collections
:nt hierarchical arrangement into
and detailed description of a docu'stems such as Perry's Abstraction
mit machine searching on any one of
'n into jusr as dgid-a
hierarchical
:imal Classification, or the Library of
CongressClassification.
would appe-ar therefore that instead of just slicing this in two
.It
pairs of r.^laysas indicated above, each of these may be"resliced in a
number of additional w?ys so that inevitably there are many pieces of
this slippery banana peel lying around to trip up the unwary.
This is all complicated still further by the common confusion that
.
exrsts between what is called classification and what might more properly
be called notation schemes.The literature on the ..rr.i""r" classification
approaches is full of_castigation of the alphabetic index as something
that
good for small_popurar libraries but is not good for scientisti
-is
and just "ajn't" scholarly. ihere are many people who ire convinced that
becausewe express a concept in decimal trbt"tion it becomes logical
and
scholarly, whereas if w_eexpress it in words that any raymen ca? understand, it is popular and unscholarly.,It is doubtfur thut ih"r. is anything
that can be written in any one notation scheme that cannot equally
efiecl
tively be written in another notarion scheme.one of the exerci#s to which
I- subject my students, is that of writing the letters ..A, B, C, D, E,,, on
b-oT{ and asking them what the ariangement of the letters is on the
-the
foa1d. We get, invariably, quick and easy agreemenr rhar this is alphabetic. arrangernent. r then p.tt ne*t to
le"tter an equal sign and iext
t o " A " I w r i t e ' r . r , " a n d n e x t t o . . B " "u.ir
I write,,t.2,,, ind, n&t to..C,, I
w r i t e " r . g , " a n d n e x t r " " ? " I w r i t e , , r . 4 , , 'a n d n e x t t o . . E " I w r i t e . , r . 5 . , ,
I then ask the classwhat the arrangement of these decimal notation units
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is and invariably we get into an argument about whether this is alphabeti
cal ar-rangem.ni ot whether it is classifiedarrangement with a good many
in the cliss believing that this is classified arrangement because it has
a decimal notation instead of the letters for which they stand. Certainly,
if this arranges material in alphabetical order, it is alphabetical arrangement wf,ether we use the ietter "A" or the notation "r.r" for the
lettir "A". This confusion is not confined to beginners in library
schools.

subdivision among its entries.
This, as I havl suggesredabove, might be a slightly jaundiced view of
our exercisesin classification.

has ever used. Iiterature to write a book or an alticle or even to gec a
comprehensive understanding of the literature has had to make notes and
then recasr the nores into thi order in which he needs them for the purposes for which he is going to use them. This is a classifying o grouDirrg pro."*. Our needi diff1r from situation to situation and from task
to tisk as well as from person to person and from place to place. We
thus need to be able to iecast classficationsor alangements of materials

things should be placed for our particular PurPose. Thus. it is reasonableJfrom the point of view of the Forest Service to consider Autogyros
as a ropic that fbrms a subdivision of the topic Forest Fire Fighting whi$
in turn is a subdivision of Forest Maintenance, which in turn is a subVolume /, Number t, Winter tg63
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to give it new meaning. This is something that only a small Percentage
of lit?rt" people who daBble in science ot it' '"t"utch in the field
essence
"f
the
to
close
really
Pretty
erature'evei succeedin doing, and it is
possible to
of creative work and r""r"urlh. If we can aitu*e that it is
prepare a hierarchical scheme that
bt itt tne possible things that have
it, then it would seem that this wot
stitute for research and, of course, 1{
but we wouldn't need literature anc
cation schemesfor it becausewe wou
know everything.
able to
The only #ay that I have felt that I, for one, have been
wit
world
get out of this never-never
work is by putting all this into P(
is no evidence that the best single
may mean, is any better than the wo
ever that may mean, for all sizesof
The only reasonably good studies that we
of
classificationschemes,i'ncluding the so-calledalphabetical-arrangement
well
as
alphabet)
the
wi?hin
(with classifircatoty rrrbu*u,,g.-ent
r"il:.."
have not
u, Colon Classification, Universal Dicimal Classification, etc.,
or
retrievable
of
material
the
amount
in
difference
indicated any grear
and
system
one
the speed or ease or cost or time of retrieval between
be obtained from
anotlier. There is also considerable evidence that can
programs that a
classification
any of us who have actually supervised
oi
caused-bY.jhe.qual,ity
be
rrruy
-,r.h g.euter difierenc"
-slpervision
there is in the
than
classification
the
doing
grorrp
of
tkre
and thJ training
classification system itself. By this I mear
provide training and supervision s
ipplication of the system and that a
.iiio.t of the scheme maY be more im
than is the nature of the scheme its
we could postulate that was applied
most intricate schemeapplied by w
scheme'
dupti.ute the theoreticui *ott that went into designing the
is not
Also, when we are thinking in terms of machining' t|: *1+ine
primary
The
it
handles'
that
'
concerned with the meaning 5f the symbols
of the
,eqrrirement to. .nu.ni.r.ulUitity of a- scheme is compatibility
BI
machinittg'
for
its
suitability
and
syst;m
scheme with the machine's
brief
with
this definition any scheme ihat achieves the same Purpose.
or punched caid application than
notations is much better for computer
^or
wordt' Tltit is simply a function of
is one that uses tonger symnols
the limited internal storage
cards_-or
the limited capacity" of punched
lovely logic of arrangeallegedly
any
Since
computei.
of
the
capacity
card
trt" tv-rort tileans nothing tothe co=mpute'or to the.punched
;il;;;
the
that
all
obviously
card-for
machine oI to the notches o,, u ,'-ot.h.d
machinedoesismatchnotchesornonotches,holesornoholes,bitsrrr
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REVIEWS
(Editor's note: Reviews published in this magazine have a deliberately-chosen viewpoint. That is, reviewers are asked to consider publications primarily on the tlasis of
their meaning and contribution to the areas of our interest: the building of libtary
collections and the absorption, care, and control of the materials comprising the
collections.\

"Melvil Dewey did not invent book
classification" 1p. xvi); and Mr. Rider
calls attention again to some of the
flaws in the Master's work-such things
as inevitable obsolescence,emphasis on
the United States, and the Protestant
"\4/hat, another Classification. Why?"
Anglo-Saxon bias to which "Mr. BenMr. Rider himself asks his reader's jamin Custer, in his excellent Introducgroaning question in the very first paration" to Dewey 16, calls attention (P.
graph of his book. The answer is an
xix). Chief, perhaps, is "the problem
'Divide-Likes"'
"Introduction",
simple, vigorous, readand the resulting
of
able, which is itself a notable contribu"inordinately lengthy numbers' . . due
tion to the literature of classification.
to nothing but a grave lack of discrimi
First of all, he insists that his scheme nation on the part of librarians" who
is not to be used for reclassifying:
(in spite of Dewey r6's "sound direc"very seldom indeed . . . is the reclassitive" not to do so) "make their'dividefication of a library worth what it
likes' just as long as their edition of
costs". Rather, he hopes to interest
Dewey. . . provides them the data for"
"brand new libraries" or old libraries
(p. xxi).
with "no classification at all" or old
Mr. Rider insists these faults are true
libraries which may wish to keep their
no onlv of Dewev. Cutter also is obso"classificational status quo; but, as of
lete: LC is "far more slanted than
a certain date, to classify their new
Dewey"; and in "divide-like" devices
acquisitions'Internationally"'
(p. xi).
"Bliss offers a complexity beside which
Forcefully he sets forth the (some- Dewey is simplicity personified" (p.
times forgotten) difierence between lixxiii).
brary classificadon and bibliographical
Mr. Rider, like Dewey, insists on
classification. and he insists that his is
"purity" of notation. He urges that
a library classification "intended to
"purity" is necessary for ease of interplace in a practicable retrievable order
shelving books. "One cannot help but
the hundreds of thousands of books
feel a little sympathy for the library
standing on the shelves oI a general
assistant who has to file a book with a
library" (p. *i). Such a classification
'pure'
fRanganathan] backbone label
"short,
and
must have a
simple,
L : 4 : 7 m 7 3 :M 8 8
symbolization" (p. xii). Confusion bebooks with other similar
between"
tween the two kinds of classification, he
xxiv).
labels
(p.
suggests, brought on the "Mediaeval
In the International Classification
Period of Dewey" and "a veritable rash
of expansions in many of its schedules", each call number is exactly three letters long. This gives a much larger peran expansionism from which Dewey r6
mutational base (e6 X z6 X s6
has retreated (p. xiv).
Rider, Fremont. Rider's International
Classification for the Arrangement of
Boohs on the Shelues of General Libraries. Preliminary Edition. Middletown, Conn., r96r.
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phasis on centralized technical processes,the many collections already classified, our own ingrained conservatismall are against such a change. In a
world moving irresistibly toward conformity Mr. Rider reaffirms the indi
vidualism which has often meant Progressin the library world.
But is the function of a new classification scheme really much different
from the function of a new edition of
an old scheme? \Arhen Dewey q, for
instance, appears, will people at once
widely reclassi{y? Or will they simply
use Dewey r7 as a-reference book to be
consulted for suggestions about areas
which have given trouble in the use of
Dewey 16--or Dewey r3 or whatever
may be the basic scheme with which
their library began? Will classifiers use
the International Classification difierently? It is possible that the value of
any scheme is suggestive rather than
imperative.
"Melvil Dewey did not invent book
classification" (p. xvi). Nor did he say
the last word about it.-Paul S. Dunkin,
Graduate School of Library Seruice,
Rutgers Uniaersity.
Stevens, Notman D. A Comparatiue
Study of Three Systemsof Information Retri,eual. New Brunswick, N. J.,
Rutgers University Press, 196r. t49
P'$4'oo'
Three information retrieval systems
for the literature on explosives were
studied to determine comparative operating efficiences.These systemswere a
punched card file, a handbook reProduced from that file, and the collection
and catalogs of a special library.
Input costs were computed to be 69
cents per report added to the library,
in contrast to $73 per reference or $z5o
per report for the mechanized dataextraction system. Furthermore, library
cataloging was many months faster
than the indexing and punching for
the mechanized system.
A study of use of the handbook and
punched card file elicited some interVolume 7, Number

r, Winter
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esting problems and opinions concerning them. The user survey also pro-duted a list of 58 questions that had
actually been asked of the systems'
These questions were then re-asked of
all systems, with records kept of the
time required and the answers obtained.
The output tests indicated that (t)
manual seirching of the handbook
prepared from the Punched card file
waiusually more efficient than machine
searching of the punched card file itself; (z) for ascertaining simple matters
of fact, traditional types of reference
tools were twice as quick as the dataextracting handbook, which in turn
was twice as quick as the conventional
catalogs and indexes, though the literature survey did provide more complete
information; and (3) for finding data,
the data-extracting system not only
was quicker but also gave fuller answers.
The

author

concludes

that

the

system, in general, as an efficient aPproach to the problems of information
ietrieval. He does list eight conditions
under which mechanization maY be
feasible, however, and five objectives
a mechanized system should seek. Attention is called to the need for
strengthening our conventional library
tools to provide a more efficient level
of indexing and better accessto data
concealed within rePorts.
The methodologY of the studY contains several commendable features: (r)
it examines existing systemsand actual
reference questions rather than artificially-created ones; (z) it analyzes its
results in terms of difierent types of
questions; (3) it utilizes intewiews to
obtain user reactions; and (4) above
all it has a character of thoroughness
and objectivity. It is a useful addition
to the meager but Srowing body of ex. r2t

Periments seeking to tesr and compare
information systemswith one uttoih"r.
A well-written summary of this study
appeared as an article in American
Documentation, Yol. rz, No.
4, Octot9-6_t, pp: z4g-246.-Robert S.
*t
Meyer, Head Librarian, uniu. of California,Laurence Radiation Laboratory,
Berkeley, California

information to make a decision easier
in doubtful cases.Historv notes are included to aicl those using difierent editions of the Dewev classification.
The typography of the book is ex_
cellent. Oilrir iaraloging tools, such as
the Rules for Descr"iptiue Cataloging,
would be easier to use, as well as more
atracrive, if they employed the same
judicious spacing berween paragraphs.
The format is good and the binding
U. S. Library of Con.qress.Decimal
Classifrcation Otfrce. Guide to (Jse such that the book should hold up
of Dewey Decimal Classificati,on. under the heavy use it is certainly
Based on the Practice of the Deci- gorng to get.
mal Classification Offce at the LiThis is a book that IVIUST be on
brary of Congress.Lake Placid Club,
the desk of anyone using the Dewey
Decimal Classification. Now it is hoped
Essex County, N. Y., Forest Press of
Lake placid Club Education Founcla- that the Library of Congtess can be
persu:rded to provide similar manuals
tion, r96e. r33p.$b.oo.

rhis book,
bothriterary
andngura-::1ff:i*"#:i:ti::fl1tf;"'IJ,t?':'f;

tively, is the answer to a workingiataloger's prayer. It was
.undertaken at
the request of working catalogers,
recommended by several committees of

.""r".y._fnyilis
A. Richmond, Uni_
i)rr;ry
Rochester Library, Roch"f york
ester, New

;T*ffi'.'11*i:ril,*;;

Kronick,
David
A.A History
ofscien-

ii'Jklll

of th"eForest prerr, tne6E;j#;i;J
fication Editorial p"u;;;;;i;.
an<l the Library
c"";;rJ;il;;;;
was done by the "rable r;ri;;;;;;i
mal classification office at ,ir"^iru".-t
of congress, notably Alice M. Kenton
andJulia c. Pressey.
The manual coversgeneral principles
applying the Dewey
lnd.procedures_for
Decimal classification. These are explained very clearly an.l-, since they are
in general basic to all enumerative
classification systems,they can be read
with. profit by all engaged in library
classification. A section on form divi
sions follows the fundamental principles. These are also clearly delineated.
major part of the book consists
^The
of-a class-by-class
enumeration of difficult parts in
Dewey Decimal classi-the
fication, beginning at ooo and ending
with 99r-996. It answers jusr the type
of question the- working ca,taloger asks.
The explanations provide sufficient
'
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tilic and rechnical Periorlicals: the
and Deuetopment of the
?'.isi":
scientific and rechnological Press
New York, scarcecrow
16-!-tzoo'
Press'
r96e' z74p' $6'5o'

Kronick's book is his doctoral disserration published by the scarecrow
press wiih little change except for rhe
elimination of some appended tables
and other material. Ai a dissertation
the book has its limitarions, imposed
for practical purposes in order to define
a pioblem oi minageable proportions.
Ir is essentially an Jxaminition of the
forms which serial publication took in
the period covered^. Furthermore, except for statistical analysis, it concentrates on the general science journal,
excluding a closer squtiny of ihe specialized scientific journal. Kronick
categorized the magazines published
between the years too4 u"a rTgo by
subject, duration, praci of issue, frequency of issue, iu.rg.rag., type of
publication, sponsorin!
rrurr_
"f"rr.y,
Library Resources b Technical Seraices

lations, reprints and abridgements.
These journals, Kronick finds, can
be divided into two major groups re"
flecting the two roles of the medium
and
as a repository for information
as a vehicle of commurdeation. Of
the r,o5z joutnals on Kronick's list,
48 percent are substantive, that is, they
include original contributions. Society
proceedings, many of which maY also
be considered substantive, account for
another 25 percent. The remaining z7
percent are derivative titles in which
one would expect to find no original
material, collections of disputations'
dissertations and other academic writings, and almanacs and annuals.
Substantive journals came and went'
They were largely devoted to the spread
of scientific ideas among the educated
laity. The society journals, on the
other hand, early showed themselves
to be relatively longer-lived than the
substantive journals, albeit frequently
with longer gaps between issues. The
longevity, of course, is a direct result
of the continuance of the publishing
agencies.The society journals also were
tnrer repositories of original thougit
and observation than the substantive
journals. While many of Kronick's observations are not startling, some of
them have been merely "impressions"
long borne by those who have dealt
extensively with science periodicals'
At last the impressions and some new
ones about the forms of the scientific
iournal have been documented.
The exclusion of analysis of the specialized journal is an unfortunate, if
in view of the
necessary, limitation
present predominance of thesc jourLals. It ii a limitation which muCt be
kept in mind during the reading'
Kronick finds that "the largest part of
this literature represented not original
research or contributions but a derivative form of journalism which served
the purpose of dissemination of information." Sherman Barnes, in another study pointed out exactly the
opposite, but Barnes was referring to
Volume /, Number
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the specialized science joutnals (Kronick'J society publication?). The contrasting roles bf these types of jour-nals rimain to be documented and
chronicled.
Kronick himself recognizes all the
things that his study is not. It is not a
critiial appraisal of the complex of
scientific communication media or an
analysis of the various functions the
system of media serves.The study has
no setting-social, economic, or his-

titles, citing their beginning dates'
issue numbirs, change of editors and
titles, and deaths' In a large measure
the study smacks of the index card'
Fortunatlly, the citations are tied together with quite Perceptive statements.
The real Problem with Kronick's
work is that he failed to Put forth some
hvpotheses. This affected the organizaiion of his data, hence buries some
very interesting generalizations in a
long, frequently tiresome' nalTatrve'
ThJ lack- of hypotheses also affects
Kronick's presentition of his statistical
data. i\{ost of his chapters contarn
tables; few of the tables are discussed
or even mentioned. The one table
which shows the proportions of journals of all types in his sample aPPears
in the chapier on substantive iournals'
The information in most of the tables
is sparse. One can. invariably find in
them how manY iournals of several
subiect categories of each kind were
prbli.h"d in which decade in the era
iovered, and how manY were Published in GermanY as comPared to
other countries. This latter bit of information is of interest: it allows Kronick to give a more realistic Picture of
German scientific periodicals than we
t.J

have had before. They were strong in
number, but lacked perserverance. In
short, since he had only the barest
thesis, Kronick's study lacks the synthesis that would really have extracted
the juice from his work.
This examination of the entire list
of scientific journals had to be done.
No one up to now in the entire threehundred year history of scientific periodicals has ever tried to categorize
them as a group according to their
form, activity, subject coverage, or
purpose. Not the least of Kronick's
contributions is his bibliographic effort. Although the lisr of over r,ooo
journals on which the study is based
could not be reproduced in either the
dissertation or the book, we can assume from Kronick's description and
analysis of the various attempts to define the "periodical" and from his
use of four classical basic lists that he
knew what he was doing. The dissertation, by the way, conrains a list of
those periodicals he used which were
not included in the four basic lists.
This is no small bibliographic conrribution itself.-Rzssell Shank, Assistant
Librarian, Uniaersity of Calif ornia,
Berkeley
British Technology Index. v. r, January, r96z London, The Library
Association. (In rhe U.S.A. from
R. R. Bowker Co.) g5o per year
The scanning of an issue or two of
the new British Technology Index
raises several questions. The announced purpose of the publicationto provide a monrhly guide to the contents of about 4oo technical journals
published in Britain, arranged in subject order, with full bibliographical
references-does not aid in answering
them. Will the cumulative bound volume-the
rsth issue each year-have
an author index? What will be the
normal time lag between publication
of an article and its indexing in BTI?
How quickly will new journals be

'
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added to the list of those indexed?
None of these questions can be answered now.
The 4oo Journals to be indexed
were checked against those presently
being indexed in Applied Science and
Technology Index and in Engineering
Index. Only abortt glo are duplicated
by ASTI and about one-third by EI.
Granted that many of the z5o titles not
indexed in ASTI or Ef may be of
little interest outside of England, BTI
can be a useful guide to the contents
of British technical journals.
Finding the references one wants in
BTI however, may be a bir difficult.
The arrangement is alphaberical by
subject, and extraordinarly numerous
cross-referenceshave been provided.
With a little study, the subject headings are easy to understand. They are
very detailed, on occasion, too much
so. A typical heading is "COAL,
Mining, Electrical Equipment". Crossreferences are to be found under
"MINING, Coal" and "ELECTRICAL
EQUIPi\{ENT,
Mining, Coal." Surprisingly enough, however, no crossreference is to be found under "MINING, Electrical Equipment."
Some headings seem unnecessarily
elaborate and may tend to obscure information. "NIOTOR CARS, Bumpers,
Rolling Machines, Hydraulic" is little
more than a permutation of the title
indexed. Surely "I\{OTOR
CARS,
Bumpers" would have been sufficient.
Still, it is pleasant to find a new bibli
ographical tool that supplies roo much
rather than too little information.
A close check of a number of the
index entries reveals some inconsistencies in the indexing system.This can
be seen in the following example: an
article entitled "Continuous ChemicalPolishing and Anodizing Line Installed
for London Aluminium" was apparently indexed only under "MOTOR
CARS, Parts, Aluminium, Anodizing."
No entries for it, or meaningful crossreferences, were found under either
"ALUMINIUI4,
Chemical Polishing"
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or "ALUMINIUM,
Anodizing," although both these latter headings were
used for other articles of the same
nature,
Similarly disturbing is a peculiarity of the cross-reference system.
"BROKEN HILL" is cross-referenced
to "METALLURGY,
Broken Hill" and
"MINING,
although
Broken Hill"
only a single article, "Mining and
Metallurgical Operations at Rhodesia
Broken Hill," is involved. There is no
entry or cross-referenceunder "RHODESIA." but there is a cross-reference
under "AFRICA."
Other examples could be cited, but
it seemsobvious that the cross-reference
system used, elaborate as it is, may
not be sufncient to cope with multiplesubject articles and that more index
entries would be useful.
From the viewpoint of the use of
BTI in the United States,two minor
problems are present. First, there is, for
example, no cross-reference to tell the
user that, in addition to "IVIOTOR
CARS," other entries concerning automobiles will be found uncler "MOTOR
VEHICLES." This distinction between
"cars" and "vehicles" may mean more
in England than here. The only entry
is a crossunder "AUTOMOBILE"
ENreference from "AUTOMOBILE
VEHIGINEERING"
to "MOTOR
CLES." (Difierences in English and
American usage will have to be remembered.) Second, the user of BTI
must be careful to recall variant English of such words as "colour," "tyres,"
"fibre," and "aluminium."
On the balance, British Technology
Index will be of utility in the library
needing full accessto British technical
journals. Its usefulness will be greatly
increased, however, if the cumulative
volume contains an author index and
if the inconsistencies in indexing and
cross-referencing are
eliminated.Robert E. Burton, Superaisor, Science
and Engineering Libraries, Uniuersi.ty
of l\Iichigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
Volume /, Number
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Wulfekoetter, Gertrude. Acquisition
Work: ProcessesInaolued in Building Library Collections, Seattle, University of Washington Press, 196r
(i.e., r96z). e68 p. $6.oo
on FebruarY 6,
The publication
rg6e of iV{issWulfekoetter's book on
acquisition work was a library event
of note. It is amazing that so basic
and large a segment of the total li
brary job should have so little solo
monographic treatment. Its only predecessoris Francis K. W. Drury's Order
Work for Libraries' published thirtytwo years ago. The only cornparable
neglect which comes to mind is the
lack of library science courses devoted
solely to the fascinating topic of acquisitions. The eighty-six pages devoted to acquisition matters in Maurice
Tauber's Technical Serrices in Libraries, published in rq54, give a more
up-to-date view of the topic, but the
treatment is necessarily much less detailed than the novice might wish to
find.
Acquisition Work is first of all a
text for the student and the beginner.
This fact is made aPParent by its sedate and didactic tone, its detailed
treatment of the basic acquisition
routines, a short glossary at the beginning of the text, and its bibliography of works in English. (The only
non-English titles are a Spanish directory of publishers and dealers and a
German encyclopedic dictionary). It
is secondly a reference tool for the
practitioner, its classified bibliography
adequate to lead into more controversial discussions.
Acquisition Work incltdes all the
principal facets of the acquiring responsibility in library work but gives
little space to such apocryphal topics
as binding, acquiring suPPlies and
loan, photoequipment, interlibrary
graphic work, and mail sorting and
delivery. Miss Wulfekoetter discusses
the organization of acquisition work,
the role of the acquisition department
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in library finance and book selection,
and the background desirable for the
acquisition librarian, as well as rhe
basic elements of the work, such as
preparing and receiving orders, gifts
and exchanges, cooperative and centralized acquisitions, and acquisition
records and forms.
One sensesthe march of history when
one compares Wulfekoetter
with
Drury. Wulfekoerrer includes book selection and a statement of the duty
of the acquisition department to coordinate purchasing within the boundaries of the library's budget and policies, while Drury
omitted
bbok
selection altogether. Drury devoted a
chapter ro "Accession Methods," while
Wulfekoetter reduces such discussion
to little more than a page.
For tlre old hand, Acquisition Work
has a certain nostalgia. 'ihe categorical
statement of the basic and homely
truths of acquisition operations has
a familiar and old-fashioned ring, as
solidly factual as when we werJ all
young. "Do not erase anything from
the requests as brought to the acqusition department," says Miss W., and
we are back in all the green eagerness
and apprehension of our first acquisition job.
The orderly progress of topics from
Organization to Records and Forms
seems logical and reasonable. The
bibliography is generous, and the index
sparse but adequate. I would quibble
only with the bunching of rhe footnotes at the end of the volume. a continual annoyance as one shuffies back
to see what additional comment the
author has to make.
Acquisition Work is remarkably inclusive, full of good commonsense,and
commendably practical. Even without
the blurb on the jacket we would have
known it was based on longtime
ex-librarian
perience. The acquisition
ca_n,have the pleasure of disagreeing
with some categorical statements. (pag;
rrr: "Checking in all books in uni
versity and research libraries" is a pro126

fessional responsibility. Page rr4: Recording documents "is a professional
task requiring cataloging and reference
background.") I would Iike to seemore
discussion and more emphasis on the
integration of acquisition procedures
with the other technical processes,
one of the weaknessesin many libraries today. Also useful would be more
hints on the fine art of coordinating Ii
brary purchases and the long range
building of library resources.
If Miss Wulfekoetter's book does not
match Drury's thirty-year teign as the
acquisition text, ir will be because the
library profession itself is moving much
faster to meet its complex responsibilities. For today's generation of students
and beginners, here is a rhoroughly
practical discussion of the elements of
acquisition work
presented in a
sturdy format, the design unusually
attractive for an ofiset production.
Thank you, Miss lVulfekoetter.-H elen
M. Welch, Acquisition Librarian, (Jniaersity of lllinois
Diaz, Albert James, ed., Subiect Guide
to Microforms
in Print, r96z-6j.
Washington, D. C., Microcard Edi
tions, Inc., r96e. 69p. $4.oo.
Librarians have by this time become
dependent on the Gu;de to Microforms
in Print, the annual index to more
than ro,ooo titles available in microform from commercial publishers in the
United States. The same publishers
now ofier this subject guide to microforms. Apparently, alrhough this is not
stated specifically, it is to be revised
annually. Like the Guide, it includes
all microfilms and micro-opaques available in the various formats from commercial publishers in the United States,
but not theses and dissertations. Items
are alphabetically arranged under r35
subject classifications derived from the
Library
of
Congress classification
scheme. In addition to author, rirle,
and date of publication, each entry
gives price (when available), publisher,
and type of microform. Publicarion
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projects in microform are included,
e.g., works listed in Henry R. Wagner's
The Plai,ns and the Rockies. In some,
but not all cases,the individual titles
in a project are also listed. The
largest section is that listing newsPaP€rs. over 4,ooo newsPaPers are
listed under state, followed by city
and tite, and giving inclusive dates of
publication. Over z,ooo titles are listed
under American history, but fewer than
r,ooo titles under language and literature of all countries, and most of these
are in American and English literature.
Interesting as it is to see the total
microform output of U. S. publishers
arranged by subject, to notice what
subject fields have been exploited for
microform publishing relative to the
others, and to speculate on the reasons
for these selections, it is difficult to
think of the ways in which this subject
guide will be used or to think of the
needs it will fulfill Neither the librarian nor the user asks: "What titles in
my field of interest are available in
microform?" It is the subject matter of
a publication in which the user is primarily interested, not its format. I
would expect that normally the Guide
is used by the librarian to learn of the
possible publication in microform of
an out-of-print publication not available in original format, or to learn of
the availability in microform of a newspaper or journal file, which would be
bulky and expensive even if available
in original form. But in these quests,
the librarian has a specific title under
which to look. In such cases,the subject
guide would be valuable only where
the title in question has a difficult or
uncertain entry and can be searched
more readily in a subject grouping of
linrited size than in t};reGuide. Therefore, while I commend the thought and
cornpilation of the subject guide, I do
not think that it has either the importance or the usefulness of the
Guide.-Rolland E. Steuens,Associate
Director, The Ohio State Uniuersity
Libraries.
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